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Abstract 

For my E90 project, I synthesized a robust model that may be used to evaluate both the 

optimal performance of residential solar PV systems and the effect of different policies 

regarding solar energy within different cities in the United States. Essentially, the model takes 

in manufacturer specifications for solar panel modules and inverters, financial parameters, tax 

information, electricity rates from local utilities, TMY2 data, and baseline electric load for the 

average household to simulate the lifetime performance of the PV system using the National 

Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) System Advisor Model (SAM) modules in conjunction with 

the BORG Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithm (MOEA) to provide accurate, optimized 

estimates of the total system cost, its net present value, and the amount of electric load met by 

the system as solar fraction. 
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Objective 
The goal of my project was to develop a robust, open-source model that can be 

used to inform both potential solar customers and state policymakers in key decision 

making processes regarding residential solar photovoltaic (PV) systems on an individual, 

citywide, and even national level. Part of that goal was to allow the model to be 

customizable to different climactic conditions which affect the performance of solar PV 

systems and electric load composition while also being attentive to local social, political, 

and economic variables that shape the cost and return on investment of the system. I 

approached this by configuring NREL SAM SDK modules to produce a set pf Pareto 

optimal solutions using the BORG MOEA to balance objective optimization between the 

amount of investment, net present value, and percent of energy load covered in small 

residential (<lOkW) PV systems based on local data. The idea is that individual residents 

can use the curve to size their own personal PV systems while policymakers can adjust 

variables in the model to see how the Pareto curve will respond to different policy 

changes within their respective cities or in other parts of the country. In this particular 

case, I have designed the prototype to model the effect that altering net metering 

policies would have in Boston, Massachusetts and Las Vegas, Nevada. 

Motivation 
Solar PV is a quiet, emissions-free source of energy that has made huge headway 

in the United States because of the current focus on climate change, environmental 

issues, and renewable energy as a substitute for fossil fuels. This focus has manifested in 

the form of cheap solar panels, generous subsidies for solar energy companies, and 

public policy shifts towards renewable energy bottom lines which have all significantly 

increased the penetration of solar PV systems within many U.S. energy markets. 

However the inherent intermittency of solar PV and the lack of supporting infrastructure 

within the grid system which have slowed down PV usage in many states and 
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contributed to political and economic push back from utility and fossil fuel proponents in 

the energy industry who are enjoying the status quo of cheap and emissions-heavy 

electricity. The successful implementation of solar energy systems in these areas thus 

requires careful evaluation ofthe system's performance as well as financial 

considerations. Usually this evaluation process is carried out by trained professionals or 

simulation models which both have drawbacks. Hiring trained professionals is very 

costly and current simulation models are constricted by the amount of data available 

and work well for either specific individual cases or very general trends were very broad 

assumptions are made but not both. The vast number of variables and technical 

considerations that simulation models require is also not prudent for the purpose of 

doing preliminary evaluations without extensive knowledge or self-study of the solar 

photovoltaic theory. However, relinquishing these considerations is also not helpful for 

the spread of solar energy. The hybridized simulation and optimization model that I 

have created works to offer a solution that is accessible to both parties and produces 

easily interpretable results while preserving the integrity of a robust engineering 

evaluation. 

Background 

Solar PV System Design 
Solar photovoltaic (PV) systems are energy-generating systems that convert 

sunlight directly into electricity by using energetic photons found within incident solar 

radiation to generate a DC current within the semiconductor material of a solar panel 

module. This DC current is then converted by the system into AC and can be added to 

the grid or used directly to power electronic appliances. Traditional solar PV systems are 

comprised of the solar panels which typically utilize polycrystalline or monocrystalline 

solar cells, inverters which convert the DC output of the panels into AC for use, any 

control systems needed to regulate the electrical balance between panel output and 

inverter limitations, and the external cabling and mounting which is required to keep 
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the panels in place and connect the panels to a grid. Solar systems can be used to 

generate electricity on the residential or utility scale and create potential energy savings 

through on-site generation. For my project, my primary focus will be to focus on 

residential rooftop solar PV systems under 10kW which make use of pre-existing space 

and are typically designed for individual households. 

City Selection 
For this project I researched many different potential test sites for this model 

and ultimately selected Boston, Massachusetts and Las Vegas, Nevada as my case 

studies. Boston has a very generous set of incentives for residents and a strong 

residential net metering program compared to Pennsylvania. Climactically, Boston also 

has some difficulties with solar PV installations due to the intense winters, frequent 

storms, and other weather-driven phenomena that I am interested to observe the 

effects of in context of residential energy generation. I used the TMY2 data collected at 

Boston's Logan Airport. Las Vegas is another interesting case because ofthe recent 

controversy surrounding Nevada Power, the utility that serves the greater Las Vegas 

area. Nevada Power claimed that its previous net metering policy drove up the price of 

electricity for non-solar customers and thus changed its net metering policy to sell 

excess energy directly back to the utility at a specific price instead of directly applying 

for energy credits [1]. I chose to analyze how this change in policy affected potential 

solar installations happened within the city. Boston also has very intense incentive 

policies as well as a dearth of taxes for PV installations [2]. 

Panel & Inverter Selection 
For this model I selected the modeled system to utilize the Kyocera KD315GX-

LPB, a model of solar panel rated at a maximum output of 315 watts per panel and 

widely regarded as one of the best solar panels on the market for its balance between 

its design and output, and overall efficiency [3]. In the case of the solar inverter, I 

selected the SMA America SB4000US 240V model because of the large range between 
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minimum PPT voltage and maximum DC voltage that the inverter is capable of handling 

which makes it a good flexible choice for small residential solar installments. 

Cost of a Solar PV System 
The cost of installing, and maintaining a solar PV system is multifaceted and 

relies on a number of different factors. Generally speaking the overall cost of the system 

is dependent on the system's size and capacity and relevant expenses be split into two 

different categories, the cost of purchasing components and the cost of installation, 

operation, and maintenance. Cost ofthe components such as the panels and inverters 

are currently a significant proportion of the total system cost, but these costs have been 

falling over the past few years due mainly in part to advances in manufacturing 

processes and economies of scale [4]. The costs associated with proper permitting, 

installation, and subsequent operations and maintenance (0 and M) are much more 

difficult to drive down and are still factors that keep the cost of solar high within much 

of the United States. When discussing the average cost per watt installed I used 

historical citywide averages, and both categories of cost are considered when 

developing accurate estimates for the level of investment that must be produced to 

implement the installation of a system. 

Solar Energy Policies 
There are many policies both federal and state that are designed to facilitate the 

installation of residential solar PV systems through direct means by offering tax credits, 

rebates, and other incentives to residents. For instance, the U.S. government recently 

renewed the 30% federal income tax credit (lTC) for the cost of solar installations 

meaning that installed projects will be able to recoup at least 30% of installation costs 

[5]. Many government-initiated policies are also geared towards incentivizing utilities to 

accept or develop renewable energy sources such as solar PV into their portfolios and as 

such utilize pricing schemes or other financial mechanisms to attract solar customers. 

Such policies include net metering, participation in solar renewable energy credit 

trading, feed-in tariffs, and power purchasing agreements. The model I have produced 
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for my E90 is capable of handling all of these policies through some tweaking, but I have 

mainly configured it to deal with variations in net metering policies. 

Net Metering 
Net metering otherwise known as net energy metering (NEM) is a policy 

mechanism that originated in the United States in the 1980s for small-scale (<40kW) 

generators. The policy is essentially designed to allow consumers who generate some or 

all of their own electricity to "bank" that energy in the form of credits to be used at 

anytime [6]. This is particularly important for solar because of its intermittency. Net 

metering policies typically follow an annual or monthly schedule with the monthly track 

allowing consumers to use solar power generated during the day or on cloudy days at 

night. Annual net metering rolls over kilowatt credits to successive months [7]. The 

model I have constructed uses annual net metering to match Boston's net metering 

policies as well as Las Vegas' prior and current net metering schemes. 

Simplifying Assumptions 
In order to ensure strike the correct balance between exacting engineering 

details and generally accessible information needed to run the model many simplifying 

assumptions have been made and applied to this model. The limitations of the SAM SDK 

modules have also been a constraining factor in defining the characteristics of a 

modeled system. The type of solar PV system simulated by this model is an unshaded, 

roof-mounted, fixed-axis residential system on a one-story house that is limited to a 

maximum of 10kW of capacity and tied directly to the grid without energy storage. The 

system is defined as a single subarray and each string of panels on the rooftop is 

considered to have one inverter and the entire system is designed to have maximum 

power point tracking (MPPT) as a built-in function to reduce potential losses from 

system imbalances. The system is designed to last a maximum of 25 years and the 

model is configured to evaluate the system over its designed lifespan. This scenario was 

chosen because it is the most common type of installed system and minimizes losses 

due to external factors so that users can consider the maximum savings scenario of their 
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systems. The 10kW capacity was selected because it is the typical system cap limit for 

most residential incentives or solar utility programs [9]. 

The SAM modules are limited to a single panel and inverter type and I have 

simplified this constraint be selecting the panel and inverted rated as the best value and 

performance for its output. While weather and conditions with reduced solar radiation 

are accounted for within the weather data used to run the simulation, the model does 

not take into account replacement damages or weather-related damage and assumes 

the panels do not need replacement over their expected lifetime. Albedo differences 

between months are expected to have a negligible effect on system output and are held 

at constant default levels of 0.1 for each month. Electricity load is assumed to be 

analogous to the citywide base case reference load scenario developed by the U.S. 

OpenEI initiative and the cost of electricity is charted to increase at a rate of 1% a year 

based on national averages [10]. 

The net capital installed cost of the system is expected to be based on the 

average installed cost per watt based on city averages determined by the NREL. Lifetime 

financial parameters such as inflation/discount rate, ITCs, insurance rate, property tax, 

and year end sell rate under net metering policies are expected to stay at consistent 

rates specified by the locale of the state [10]. The model assumes that the only 

operation and maintenance cost will escalate at a constant rate of 2.5% annually based 

on capacity and does not account for variable generation costs from year to year [10]. 

Incentives usually reserved for utility scale producers such as time of use and tiered 

energy rates, investment based incentives (IBI), capacity based incentives (CBI), and 

production based incentives and credits (PBI & PBC) are only described in this model if 

they are relevant to the city's plan. The model also assumes that the owner is dealing 

with the upfront cost of the system by taking out a standard loan equivalent to 100% of 

the system cost with an interest rate that is equivalent to the local averages [11]. 

Losses due to component inefficiency and soiling within the system and 

degradation are set to stay at consistent levels as detailed by the default parameters in 

the SAM model since these elements are virtually impossible to predict accurately 
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throughout the entire length of the simulation. System and su bar ray mismatch are 

disregarded as it is assumed that a proper installation is created. This model was created 

on the assumption that cost and economic feasibility are the most important factors in 

considering the installation of a system. Externality considerations such as the social 

cost of carbon and misinformation were not directly factored into the model. This 

model also relies on the fact that the customer in question is on a basic utility rate 

schedule with fixed and/or usage based pricing with no special energy rates [12] [13]. 

Theory 
Solar Geometry 

Determining the sun's position in relation to the solar system is particularly 

important in ultimately determining the incident solar radiation that reaches the array. 

Many variables calculated using solar geometry such as declination and azimuth are part 

of the radiation ca leu lations needed to provide estimates for the effective radiation on 

the system. The following theory described for determining these variables assume a 

case like the one shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Diagram of Solar Geometry Variables [14] 

In order to properly calculate the parameters of solar positioning and geometry 

in relation to the solar system we start with the calculation of longitude, mnlong, in 

degrees and the mean adjusted solar anomaly, mnanom, in radians. These equations 

use the Julian date to approximate both measurements for a particular date [14]. 

nmlo11g = 280.46 + 0.9856474 julim1 

1! 
mnm1o1n = - (357. 5 28 + 0. 9856003 jlflian} 

180 

Once we have both longitude and mean anomaly we may calculate the ecliptic longitude 

in radians ( 0 < eclong < 2 ): 

1t 
ec/ong = 

180 
[mulong+ 1.915sim1manom +0.02sin{2JmUiuom)] 

Where the obliquity of ecliptic longitude in radians is approximately equal to: 

1r 
obteq = - (23.439 - OJXl00004 j11lian) 

180 

After these values we are able to compute the right ascension, ra, and declination, 

where ascension in radians is equal to: 

{ 

arctan 
ra= 

arctan 

COS<ih/ey sin llt'iong 
OOS<!dtmg 

COS~b/i'q sineclung 
oos tdtm~; 

+ Jt if co.'ieclorrg < 0 

+ 21r if co:s obleq sin eclong < 0 

And the solar declination angle is equal to: 

~ = a:rcsin(sinob/eqsinedong) 
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Greenwich mean sidereal time, gmst, in hours depends on both the current time at 

Greenwich tutc as well as the Julian date [14]: 

gmsl = 6.697375 +0.0657098242jl-4lian + turc 

From gmst, local mean sidereal time, lmst can be calculated as: 

I on 
lmst = gmst + 

15 

Which allows the calculation of the hour angle, HA, in radians through the following 

equation: 

11: 
b= l5-lmst - m 

J80 

HA= 
b+2Jr 
b - 2K 

ifb < - JC 

ifb>Jt 

In turn, this allows to calculate the sun altitude angle, in radians without considering 

refraction using the following set of equations: 

1r 
a= sinS sin 

180
/at +cosScos 

{ 

~resina ~f - 1 ~ a~ I 
llo= 1 1fa> I 

- ! if a< 1 

1l 
- Ia! -cosHA 
180 

However, we must also consider refraction in our final representation of altitude angle, 

using the following equations which take the non-refractive case into consideration and 

correct for refraction: 

180 
aoa= - ao rr 

a= 

+ 3 51561 ( O.l.S94+{1.0196aadt-0_00001a&) 
t10d . l -t(l.:505au.t-t(l..o8454 

056 

I if Clod + r > 90 m ( aru + r) if Clod + r ~ 90 

ifaw > - 0.56 

ifaw ~ - 0.56 

The calculation of this value finally allows us to calculate the azimuth orientation angle, 

in radians which can be translated into degrees for the purposes of our experiment. 
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t>nd zenith angle: 

sin <:rosin ( rlalat} - sinS 
a -

- COS CfoCO> (~fat) 

{ 

arccosa if - I 5 a :S I 
b = 1t ifcosao =0. or if a< - I 

0 if a> I 

r= { ~ -b 
tt + b 

if HA < - tt 
if - tt ~ HA ~ 0, or if HA ?. tt 
ifO < HA < tt 

1C 
Z = - - a 

2 

CaiOJiatln& Solar Radiation 
Part of evaluating the performance of a solar system involves cal cui ati ng the 

effective incident radiation on a sloped surface (which in our case is a rooftop solar 

panel) that can reach the panel. To estimate the total radiation that is absorbed by a 

solar panel within a model scenario, best practices require that we take the most 

accurate and available data which is typically provided in the form of total radiation on a 

horizontal surface as evaluated by a pyranometer in this case from a TMY2 data file. The 

equation described bel ow demonstrate the calculations in the absence of weather data 

for total extraterrestrial radiation Gon at the top of the earth's atmosphere in terms of 

W /m >where doy is the Julian day of the year, Z represents the zenith angle of the sun, 

and H represents the total incident radiation on a horizontal surface [14]. 

[ 
;r 360do\')] G00 = 1367 I + 0.033cos 

180 365 
· 

{ 

C00cos2 ~f 0 < Z < i (sun is :~p) 
H = G~ 1fZ=O 

0 if 2 < 0. or if Z > f 

This total radiation can be broken down into diffuse and beam components 

which can both be adjusted using em pi rica I formulas to give an precise estimate of the 

amount of effective radiation incident on a sloped surface. These sim ul ati on models can 

also model diffuse radiation from the sky and ground-reflected radiation as disti net 
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individual forms of radiation by taking into account solar geometry, atmospheric 

scattering or absorption, and other factors that comprise other forms of radiation that 

would be considered diffuse. 

The Hay-Davies-Kiucher-Reindl (HDKR) is a diffuse sky model utilized in my model 

is an anisotropic sky model that provides more accurate measurements than the typical 

isotropic sky models because it includes a circumsolar diffuse and horizon brightening 

components which provide more realistic estimates of diffuse radiation that can reach a 

panel based on different radiative diurnal events [14]. The HDKR model is based on the 

assumption that all diffuse radiation can be represented by a simple breakdown into 

isotropic and circumsolar parts. From this standpoint the diffuse radiation on a tilted 

collector can be described in the equation below where ld,T is total diffuse radiation, 

lr,d,iso is tilted diffuse isotropic radiation, h,d,cs is tilted diffuse circumsolar radiation, ~is 

the tilt angle of the collector, and Rb is the ratio of radiation on a tilted surface to the 

radiation on a horizontal surface for beam radiation [14]. 

ldr =lrd· +lrd . , .. ISO , . ,CS 

Id, r = ld {(1- AJ ( l +~os.B ) [t+ jsin3 (~)]+ Ai Rb } 

l r = (lb + ldAi) Rb + Id ( 1 - A;) ( 
1 +~os,B ) [t + f sin3 (~ )] 

I ( . 1 - cos .B ) + PR 2 

A; is represented as an anisotropy index which is the function of the transmittance of 

the atmosphere for beam radiation andfis defined below 

f=H Ibn 
A· = -

1 1011 
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Figure 2 below shows a diagram of how radiation considerations for anisotropic models 

for tilted surfaces are evaluated. 

Isotropic 
Diffuse 
from Sky 
Dome 

/ Beam 

1,.--- ----.J/ "Sky" 

I 

\ 
y Circumsolar 
' Diffuse 

Diffuse from Horizon 

"Ground" 

- Ground - Reflected 

Fisure 2. Isotropic Diffuse Model 1141 

Energy Generation using PV cells 
PV cells are used to convert solar energy into direct current electricity using a p-n 

semiconductor junction that is exposed to sunlight. Electrons that are struck with 

electrons and gain enough energy to jump the energy gap formed in the carrier 

depletion region between p material and n material, with some being captured to flow 

through wires connected to the cells and creating a useful current (I) in an electrical 

load. Some energy can also be lost in series resistance R, and shunt resistance R, •. 

Otherwise, the electrons will fall back across the energy gap and create an internal 

junction current (lo) that simply serves to dissipate heat in the cell. If the resistance of 

the circuit is zero or infinite, no power is delivered to the load because either voltage or 

current is close to zero. However, given that the values of both Vand I are proportional 

to each other in terms of both power (P=I\1) and resistance, we can determine that 
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there is some value of load resistance Rmp between zero and infinity that results in 

maximum power delivered to the load [14]. 

t v 

Fii!Ure 3. Twical Phot<Mlltaic: Crcuit 1'141 

Obtaining six parameters: 
The typical equivalent circuit that can be used tom odel an individual cell (see 

Figure 0.1) can also be used tom odel modules or arrays and at a fixed temperature and 

solar radiation, the 1-V characteristic of the model is given by the fo II owing equation 

[14]: 

which requires that five parameters be known, the I i ght current I L the, diode reverse 

saturation current I •, the series resistance R, , the shunt resistance R,"' and a parameter 

'a'. Parameter a, is called modified ideality factor is related to physical constraints and a 

parameter n by the fo II owing equation: 

/a' a = NM.-n 
~q 

where k is Boltzmann's constant, Tis cell temperature, and Nser is the number of cells in 

series, q is the electronic charge, and the only unknown is the ideality factor n. A sixth 

parameter, the "Adjust" parameter is often added to ensure that the observed modeled 

maximum power temperature coefficient more closely matches the measured. To 

achieve this the temperature coefficient of sh art circuit current, as~ and the 

temperature coefficient of open circuit voltage, f3o c, are adjusted by the same 
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percentage until the measured maximum power point temperature coefficient yin the 

datasheet matches they predicted by the six parameter model. It has been observed 

that adjusting a" and ~oo slightly does not significantly impact the shape of the 1-V 

curve, especially near the maximum power point. 

In most simulations of interest, PV modules operate at or near their maximum 

power points, so it is important to ensure that the maximum power point temperature 

dependence matches the data supplied by a manufacturer, even though it means 

accepting small adjustments to the other temperature coefficients. In order to obtain 

the six parameters of the model, the measurements of current and voltage 

characteristics of a module at open-circuit, short-circuit, and maximum power 

conditions supplied by the manufacturer are used with other known PV characteristics. 

For the model, the necessary parameters are configured with the appropriate values of 

maximum power voltage (Vmp), maximum power current (Imp), open circuit voltage (Vo,), 

short circuit current (I"), and the temperature coefficients for both open circuit voltage 

and short circuit current ([.lvooand [.11") respectively from the manufacturer data 

specifications. 

Calculating the six parameters 
Traditionally, measurements of PV electrical usage characteristics are made at 

standard testing conditions (STC) with an assumed incident radiation of 1kW /m 2
, cell 

temperature of 25' Celsius and a spectral distribution corresponding to an air mass of 

1.5. In order to determine these six parameters, six different conditions and non-linear 

equations must be known so that they can be solved to determine the parameters [18]. 

Established sources use the three known 1-V points from the manufacturer, the 

condition where the maximum power point where derivative of power with respect to 

the voltage is zero, and finally the temperature coefficient of open circuit voltage. The 

following equations can be used to model these six conditions [18]: 

1. At short-circuit conditions, the voltage is zero and current is represented as 1",cef 
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1 = 1 - I [ex (lsc.rcfRs.ref) -I]_ lsc.refRs."'f 
sc.ref L,rd o.ref P a R 

ref sh. ref 

2. At open-circuit conditions the current is zero and the voltage is Voc 

[ ( 
V oc.rcf) ] Voc.n:f l t.ref = lo.ref exp --- - l + -R--
arer s.h.rc.f 

3. The measured 1-V pair at maximum-power conditions can be su bst it uted into the 

equation for current at the reference max power point 

I = I _ I [ex ( V.,p.ref + lmp.refRs.ref ) _ t] _ V,,p.ref + lmp.rerR,_.,r 
mp.ref L.ref o.rd P a R 

ref sh. ref 

4. The fourth condition explains the derivative of power with respect to voltage equal 

to z era resu It in gin 

5. The fifth condition ensures that the known temperature coefficient of open-circuit 

vo It age is correctly predicted by the model resu It in gin 

6. Finally, the maximum power point temperature coefficient y is evaluated between 

adjacent temperature values and averaged together to devise a value that can be 

used in them odel, Ym•••~ and generate the final condition: 

'Yspoc - 'Y model = 0 

Light current (IL) for any operating conditions is related to the light current at reference 

conditions is given by: 
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diode reverse saturation current can be found by using the folio wing equations: 

shunt resistance at reference conditions at the operating conditions is found under the 

equation: 

R sh S,.r --=-
Rsh.ref S 

and since series resistance is i nd epend ent of both temperature and solar radiation it is 

equal to the reference temperature. Finally, to find the maximum power point for the 

model, we differentiate it with respect to V and set the resu It equal to z era and utilize 

the fo II owing equations: 

The gen erall-V equation to the maximum power point must also be satisfied: 

and the simultaneous solution of these two equations yields them axim um power point 

current and volt age. 
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1-v-P O.uves, Maximum Power Point, Effidenot under NOCT 
Based on a reasonably calculated value of 1, we may use a specified resistance to 

calculate load voltage v, =I ,Rand power. We can then plot I~ v,, and P on a graph in 

order to create 1-V-P graphs that ideally will match Figure 3 derived from Solar 

Engineering of Thermal Processes below which is the empirically derived 1-V-P graph for 

atypical PV module. The maximum power point can then be calculated from the 

resulting curve by taking the Imp and Vmp values for which the derivative of the P-V curve 

ism axi m i zed or essentially when the panel is producing its maximum power. Depending 

on the am aunt of solar radiation available to the PV module, the current at which the 

maximum power point is achieved will vary. Figure 4 below is derived from Solar 

Engineering of Thermal Processes contains 1-V curves for a range of different radiation 

values and demonstrates the effects of having I ess intense solar radiation avai I able. The 

maximum power point is still the same in all of these vases, butt he actual magnitude of 

the maximum power decreases. Efficiency at the maximum power point, which is also 

the maximum th eo reti cal efficiency for the PV module can be calculated by the 

followingequation [14]: 

where A is the surface area of the PV module and 1000 is equal to the tilted radiation 

that reaches the PV panel under NOCT conditions. Gen erat in gth is curve alia ws us to 

predict the output efficiency of a solar cell at for any given level of radiation and thus 

evaluate its performance in terms of the rest of the system. 
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Inverter Sandia Model 
The following equations define the Sandia National Laboratory model that was 

used in this model to rei ate the inverter's AC-pow er output to both the DC-p ower and 

the DC-voltage produced by the solar system, which were utilized as the independent 
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variables. The Sandia model is an empirically derived model that was designed after 

testing numerous inverter types based on manufacturer specifications. The parameters 

with the "o" subscript are constant values that are defined in a reference NOcr 

operating co nd it ion scenario [ 16]. 

, 
P., = {(P..,. I (A - B)) - C ·(A- B)}· (P<~<- B) + C · (Pd<- BY 

Where the values A, B, and C can be defined as: 

A = P<~<o ·{I+ CI'(V<~c - Vdco)} 

B = P,. ·{I+ C2·(Ydc- V..,-.,)) 

C = C. ·{ I + C3{Y<~c - Ycl<o)} 

The variables within this model can be described as fo II ow s: P ac is the AC-p ower output 

from inverter based on input power and voltage in watts, P de is eq ui valent to the DC-

po wer in put to inverter which is t ypi call y assumed to be equal to the PV array maximum 

power in watts, Vd is the DC-voltage input which is assumed to be equal to the PV array 

maximum power voltage, Paca is the maximum AC-power "rating" in watts for the 

inverter at reference or nominal operating co nd iti on s, P dca can be defined as the DC

power level at which the AC-power rating is achieved at the reference operating 

condition, Vdca is the DC-voltage level at which the AC-power rating is achieved at the 

reference operating condition, Psa is the DC-power required to start the inversion 

process which strongly influences inverter efficiency at low power levels, Pnt is the AC

po wer consumed by inverter at night to m ai nt a in the circuitry required to sense PV 

array voltage, Co is a derived parameter definingthe parabolic curvature of the 

relationship between AC-power and DC-power at the reference operating condition, C1 

is an empirical coefficient allowing Pdca to vary linearly with de-voltage input, C2 is 

another empirical coefficient that allows P,. to vary linearly with de-voltage input, and 

finally C3 is a final empirical coefficient the allows Co to vary linearly with de-voltage 

input. In the case of this model, the string inverters used within this model have certain 

minimum and maximum manufacturer specified voltages at which they can operate 

[ 16]. This was accounted for with in the design oft he model by use of an equation that 
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used the maximum output voltage of the inverter to bound the number of panels per 

string within a certain range. 

Definition of Parameters for Inverter Perforamnce Model 
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The total AC out put in kWh of a com pi ete solar system is produced by processing 

solar radiation data using the 6-param eter panel performance model and then taking 

the calculated output and subjecting it to the Sandi a performance model for the 

inverter and accounting for I asses as part oft he performance ratio. Thus after taking 

these considerations into account, our model for electrical energy output can be simply 

formulated using the foil owing [ 15]: 

E = AriTPR 

Where E is the hourly energy output of the solar PV system in kWh, A is equal to the 

total rooftop area covered by solar panels in m 2, r is the solar panel performance yield 

as determined by the 6-p aram et er model, IT is the effective incident hourly solar 

rad iat ion on the tilted panels, and P R is the performance ratio of the add it io nal system 

components such as the inverter which includes coefficients for I asses. How ever, the 
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electrical energy output must be evaluated by ev al u at in g the DC out put oft he solar 

array and then following its transformation into AC output through the solar inverter. 

The SAM mode I modules calculate these values based on the foil owing thea ry. For 

descriptions of the variables used in the SAM model equations pi ease reference the 

tables I isted in Appendix B. 

DC Output Pa.wer 
The SAM SSC modules calculate the p hot avo It aic array's DC output by 

multiplying a single module's DC output by the number of modules in the array. This 

assumes that all of the modules in the array operate uniformly at them axim um power 

point of a single module. Calculating them odule's DC output in a given hourly time step 

when the sun is up is a two-step process: 

1. Calculate the photo voltaic cell temperature. SAM assumes that the temperature of 

cells in all of the modules in each subarray is uniform [17]. 

2. Calculate the module's DC power output based on its physical characteristics, the 

effective i rradi ance, and cell temperature [ 17]. 

SAM calculates the array's DC string voltage in each hourly time step to determine the 

inverter's in put voltage. For a system with a single sub array, the array's string DC 

voltage in a given hourly time step is them odule voltage times the number of modules 

per string[18]: 

For systems with a single sub array, the array's gross DC power output is the output of a 

single module multiplied by the number of modules in the array [18]: 

SAM models elect ri calla sses on the DC side of the system using a single DC Ia ss fact or 

for each su barray in the system. In the S SC, each sub array n is assigned a single Ia ss 

value for the array. 
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L,tc.n 
FdC.II = I - 100 

The net DC power out put of each sub array is each su barray' s gross DC power output 

multiplied by the subarray's DC loss factor [20]: 

The array's net DC power out put is the inverter's DC in put power. 

AI:. Output Power 
SAM uses one of two in vert er su bm od els to cal cuI ate the total AC power out put 

of all of the inverters in the system. For systems with more than one inverter, SAM 

models the in vert ers as a single I arge inverter that operates with the array DC string 

vo It age as the inverter's input vo It age [ 19]. The inverter su bm od el s calculate the 

inverter's DC-to-AC power conversion efficiency, and account for inverter saturation and 

eli p ping. They do not explicit I y account for the effect oft em perature on inverter 

performance or forth e impact on inverter perf arm a nee of power fact or control or grid 

outages. Regardless of the inverter subm odel, SAM calculates the inverter input power 

Pocfo r each hour I y time step by di vi ding the array's total DC power output Poc;net by the 

number of inverters N in the system which in our model is equivalent to the number of 

strings [ 16]: 

Forth e special case of the particular Sandi a inverter model used in this simulation 

model, all the C coefficients and power operating losses can be set to zero simplifying 

the AC power output equation to [ 16]: 

Pac,O ( )2 
Pac = p p Pdc - Pw,O 

dc,O- s,O 

SAM considersthe inverter to be operating at night when the DC input power is less 

than the operating power I asses P de< Ps •· At night: 
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Pac.m>el ip = PtJc 

Pac = Pac .. O 

PcJip = PtJc,m)(:fip - Pc~c 

When the inverter's output power exceeds the inverter's rated capacity (maximum AC 

power) P ac > Pac,o_ SAM clips the inverter's output to the rated capacity and records the 

rem ai ni ng power as the cl i pp in g Ia ss [ 16]: 

Pac 
T)im = P.

dc 

The gross AC power output is the inverter output before the AC and other losses [20]: 

SAM models elect ri calla sses on the AC side of the system using a single AC Ia ss factor 

for each subarray in the system. In the sse; each subarray n is assigned a single loss 

value for the array [20]. 

Lac 
Fac = l--

100 

The net AC power output is the gross AC output multiplied by the AC loss factor [20]: 

Solar Fraction 
Annual solar fraction from a PV perspective is simply the fraction of the annual 

energy load that is satisfied specifically by the generation of solar energy. Since net 

metering allows for excess energy to be stored in the form of credits, we must use two 

different equations to model cases with and without net metering. The case without net 

metering uses the amount of energy drawn from the grid as the bas is for our solar 

energy to load evaluation given that the fraction of energy from the grid is presumably 

energy that could not be fulfilled with the solar PV system. In this case we can use the 

equation: 
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" Sno m"•r = (1 - --) * 100 
- Load 

Where GE 1 s the energy taken from the gnd 1 n kWh. In other cases where net m et en ng 

1s present as rollover kWh, we can express solarfract1on as a s1mple rat1o of solar energy 

produced by the system over the annual energy I oad [ 19]. 

0 ~ (p"'·n") * 100 m"•r Load 

Net Capital Cost 
The net cap1tal cost of the system 1s prov1ded by s1mply evaluat1ngthe total cost 

of 1nstallat1on wh1ch 1s calculated as the product of the system capac1ty and the Installed 

cost per watt wh1ch Integrates cost of components as well as the cost of 1nstallat1on and 

perm 1tt1 ng fees m 1 nus the I Bl and CBI ben ef1t s for the system . How ever, s1 nee 1t has 

been acknowledged fort he purposes of th1s model that there 1s no IBI or CBI be1ng 

considered, net cap1tal cost 1s s1mply equal to total adjusted 1nstallat1on cost, ICr and IBI 

and CBI are 1gnored 1n concurrent equat1ons. The equat1on below descnbesth1s 

relat1onsh1p 1nclud1ngiBI and CBI [18]. 

NCC = lCr -lBlr- CBlr 

Net Present Value of the System 
The NPVof a solar system 1sthe present value of the aftertax cash flow 

discounted to year one us1ngthe nom1nal d1scount rate where C, 1st he after-tax cash 

flow In Yearn, N 1sthe analysiS penod In years, and doomm•IISthe nominal discount rate 

[ 18]. 

NPV= 

The after tax cash flow, A TC~ represents the project's net cash flow 1nclud1ngthe value 

of energy, EV, generated by the system [18]. 



A positive after tax cost value represents a net inflow for the year, and a negative value 

represents a net outflow for the year. Year zero after tax cost are investment-related 

costs or the total installed cost of the system, /Cr: [18] 

ATCn=o = -!Cr 

The first year that the project generates electricity is considered year one. The after tax 

cost in year one and subsequent years is [18]: 

ATCn>o = STS- FTS- OEr 

Where State Tax Savings (5T5), Federal Tax Savings (FT5), and Total Operating Expenses 

(Ofr) are values described below. 

Total Operating Expenses 

The annual operation and maintenance (O&M) costs may be calculated as the sum of 

fixed cost, FC, and the cost per system rated capacity, SC [18]: 

DEn= FC * SC * (1 + r + e)n-l 

Where the escalation rate, e, in this case is set equal to the expected inflation rate, r, 

over the system analysis period. 

Federal and State Tax Calculations 

Federal and state tax savings are the net tax savings, accounting for income taxes 

and tax credits for the first year where T5 are tax savings, FITC & 5/TC represent state 

and federal income tax credits respectively, and FIT and 5/Tare federal and state income 

taxes [18]: 

TSn=1 = (FITC + SITC) - (FIT- SIT) 

While in subsequent years after the first year, tax savings are simply equivalent to the 

income tax rate [18]: 
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TS,.>l = -FIT,. -SIT,. 

Where state and federal income taxes, IT, can be both be defined by a similar model 

that accounts for the state or federal tax rates, FTR or STR, and property taxes, PT [18}: 

And for subsequent years after year one: 

IT,.>l = FTR * (STS,.- PT,.) 

Multiobjed:ive Optimization 
Multiobjective optimization is a form of multiple criteria decision m akingthat is 

primarily applied in situations where there exist multi pie objective functions which 

conflict. The general definition of a m u It i -objective prob I em is described below where 

the goal is tom inim ize the outputs of N objective functions subject to a set of 

constraints [21]. 

minimize F(x) = (!1 (x), h (x), . .. , !.It (x)) 
x ef! 

s ubject to e;(x) = 0, ViE £ , 

c;(x) ~ 0, Vj E I . 

x in this form of prob I em are defined as the decision variables and Q rep resents the 

decision space. E and I are the indices for all that represent respectively the equality and 

inequality constraints of the problem [21]. The feasible region,/\, is the set of all 

decision variables in Q that satisfy all constraints. The framework of the solar PV 

problem is an unconstrained problem where the feasible region makes up the decision 

space. For no n-tri vial m ult i-o bj ecti ve opt im i zati on p rob I ems, t radeoffs occur bet ween 

two or more conflicting objectives and there does not exist a single so I uti on that 
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simultaneously optimizes all of the objectives. Rather, there exist many non-dominated 

or Pareto optimal solutions where none ofthe objective functions can be improved in 

value without degrading some other objective values. A Pareto optimal solution is 

mathematically defined as a solution that is not dominated by any other solution for all 

objectives. A feasible solution dominates another solution if [21] 

1. fi(x
1

) < fi(x2
)forallindicesi E {1,2 ·· · k}and 

2. fj(X
1
) < fj( X

2
)for at least one index j E { 1' 2, · · · ' k}. 

The goal of multiobjective optimization is to take the provided vector functions 

which map variable parameter space to objective space and find these non-dominated 

solutions by either optimizing the parameters ofthe problem to construct. Approaches 

to multiobjective optimization typically fall into categories based on the preferences on 

the objective space that a decision maker (DM) is able to make about the optimization 

problem. For instance, multiobjective problems may be scalarized down to a single 

objective function and use variable parameters to generate different Pareto optimal 

results for each run. In the case ofthis model, we aim to simulate solar systems across a 

wide range of net capital costs by utilizing a posteriori methods which put search before 

the decision-making process and aim to produce all the Pareto optimal solutions or a 

representative subset ofthe Pareto optimal solutions for a particular multiobjective 

optimization scenario [21]. Using this method, the model aims to approximate the 

Pareto front and create a relationship that both policymakers and residents can use to 

make decisions. 

Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithms 

Multiobjective evolutionary algorithims also known as MOEAs are a class of a 

posteriori methods for solving multiobjective optimization problems that were created 

partially inspired by processes of natural evolution [21]. Since their discovery, these 
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algorithms have been applied successfully to a large range of different problems from 

industries ranging from aeronautics to finance. MOEAs differentiate themselves from 

other classes of a posteriori methods because instead of producing a single Pareto 

optimal solution they generate a set of Pareto optimal solutions that potentially allows a 

user to compute a complete and felicitous Pareto front [21]. However, evolutionary 

algorithms also come with a couple caveats and problems that need to be addressed 

when applying them for practical purposes. First, given that there are more calculations 

and computations that need to be performed, MOE As tend to be slower than single 

solution methods and provide no guarantee that a particular generated solution set is 

Pareto optimal. Additionally, there is distinctive evidence that with an increase in 

objectives, the proportion of locally non-dominated Pareto solutions grows very large. 

This is problematic because poorly designed algorithms will get trapped within these 

local minima and there is a much higher risk that they will produce solutions that are 

unable to dominate the underperforming, non-dominated solutions in the set and 

potentially miss the actual Pareto solutions that are the true global minima in the 

objective space [21]. This sort of solution biasing is called dominance resistance and 

leads to further problems in determining the Pareto set. 

As the proportion of locally non-dominated solutions grows it becomes more 

difficult for MOEAs to select which offspring solutions should continue to be considered 

and replace existing solutions and the MOEA will utilize diversity operators to determine 

solution continuity. This phenomenon is called active diversity maintenance and can 

cause deterioration of the solution set discovered by an MOEA where the solution set at 

a given point in the operation ofthe model contains one or more solutions that are 

dominated by a solution discovered at an early point in time [21]. Deterioration can 

cause a MOEA to actually diverge from the true Pareto set which is counterproductive 

for optimization. It is possible to prevent deterioration in a MOEA by including an £

dominance relation that acts as an archiving strategy to allow regulation of the 

approximate Pareto front through specifying granularity ofthe solution set. At four or 

more objectives, deterioration and parametrization can adversely affect MOEA 
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performance and cause convergence and reliability issues. Thus an idealized MOEA for 

solving a multi modal, multiobjective problem will have to find a way to overcome these 

barriers to provide an accurate Pareto front [21]. 

Implementation 

The implementation of this project was centered on arranging the NREL PV 

simulation modules to be driven by BORG using Python wrappers to combine the 

functionality of both items in order to produce a representative set of Pareto optimal 

results for residential PV solar systems. BORG is a cutting-edge MOEA that starts the 

search for the Pareto result set by seeding an initial set of selected variables with values 

within specified bounds specified by the decision maker. In this case, the variables 

selected were all in relation to the physical sizing of the system and other user 

adjustable criteria such as tilt angle and azimuth orientation. 

Based on these variables, the NREL PV simulation modules found in the SAM SSC 

API take into account other fixed physical and financial lifetime characteristics of the 

system as defined by the simplifying assumptions and provide a simulation of generated 

electricity outputs and financial benefits from the system in terms of key objectives such 

as net present value or solar fraction. Results from the initial simulation model based on 

these initial variable values are then fed back into BORG which then selects another set 

of values in a search for non-dominated Pareto solutions. 

The simulation is repeatedly driven until the max number of evaluations is 

specified by for the BORG module is reached, and the resulting Pareto set including both 

objective and variable values is stored within a MongoDB collection where it can be 

easily accessed for analysis by the decision maker. Finally, the model includes a separate 

segment of code that uses a Python library, matplotlib, the imitates the plotting 

capabilities of Matlab which is capable of plotting both 3D response surfaces as well as 

20 Pareto curve visualizations. The block diagram below shows the process that the 

model follows to produce the Pareto set of solutions 
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Hybridized Model Flow 

Figure 6. Diagram of Model Implementation 

Variable Selection 

The variables selected for this model were largely chosen to inform potential 

solar energy customers about the optimal physical setup for a solar PV system in their 

respective city for a specific range of installed cost. Number of strings, number of 

modules per string, tilt angle of the panels, and azimuth orientation are the variables 

that were considered in this model. 
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Number of Strings 

The number of strings is directly related to the overall number of panels which in 

turn be used to calculate the total system capacity in kW and total installed cost of the 

PV system. The cost of installing the PV system in this model is calculated by taking the 

product of the system nameplate capacity as defined by the total number of panels and 

the national average cost per installed PV watt. The number of inverters is equivalent to 

the number of strings included in the system according to best design practices for solar 

systems. In this model, more strings in the system obviously leads to higher installed 

cost and potentially lower net present value based on the energy savings accrued by the 

system. The number of strings is bounded in such a way that the product of this variable 

and the number of modules per string for the Kyocera315GX-LPB solar panels never 

exceeds the lOkW threshold. 

Number of Modules per String 

The number of modules per string is the other important factor in determining 

system capacity and the total installed cost of the system. Since string count is 

equivalent to inverter count, the number of modules in a string is bounded by the 

maximum input voltage of the inverter and the lowest MPPT voltage that the inverter 

requires in order to turn on [24]. An increase in the number of modules in a string leads 

to an increase in installed cost since more equipment and capacity is being added, but 

this also corresponds to a greater amount of generated energy which may also increase 

savings. 

Tilt Angle 

For a fixed solar system, there is normally an optimal tilt angle for the panels 

which maximizes the system's exposure to insolation. Including tilt angle as a variable 

ensures that this optimal tilt angle returned by the model will be the one that annually 

maximizes the load satisfied by the system for the particular climatic region studied. 
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Obviously, the load profile and the amount of harvestable insolation will vary among 

different climates due to the path of the sun and the frequency of weather events that 

might interfere with energy generation. Tilt angle definitely has a significant impact on 

the performance of the system in regards to these considerations. For instance, in 

Boston where there is less sunlight during the winter, it might make more sense to 

optimize for a tilt angle that maximizes sunlight exposure for shorter winter days by 

optimizing the array to make use of the daily trajectory of the winter sun and allowing 

the system to be more effective for a larger part segment ofthe year. Tilt angle is thus a 

very important variable to consider when optimizing a solar PV array for maximum 

output and energy savings. Tilt for this model is bounded between 10-45 degrees since 

this is the range at which the snow model calculations hold. 

Azimuth 

In addition to the tilt angle of the system, azimuth is also an important variable 

when determining the maximum output of the system at a specific location for a fixed, 

non-tracking PV system. In order to optimize system contribution to load, we must 

optimize azimuth orientation along the same lines of consideration as tilt angle taking 

into the account local load profiles, the differences in solar positioning and overall 

radiation due to seasonality, and the frequency of disruptive weather phenomena. An 

optimal azimuth for a fixed PV system can be derived through normal single variable 

optimization, but incorporating at as a variable in terms of other system parameters is 

helpful for developing an optimal system. For the model, azimuth is represented in 

degrees where due north is 0 degrees and increasing clockwise from east to west. 

Azimuth in this model is bounded between 0-359.9 degrees. 

Objectives 

The objectives selected for this model were intended to help policy decision 

makers to develop larger-scale energy policies regarding solar and also to benefit 

potential solar customers who may have an idea of the range of investment they are 
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willing to spend on a solar system, and would like to obtain a general estimate of the 

economic feasibility and potential energy benefits of installing such a system with pre

optimized variables. 

Net Present Value 

For a longer term investment such as solar PV system, net present value is 

perhaps the single most important factor in determining the economic feasibility of 

installing a system. Obviously, maximizing the net present value of the system is desired. 

If net present value is negative, the model indicates that installing a PV system will not 

be a rationally justifiable decision to make based on economics, because the system will 

not be able recoup its incurred cost over the lifetime of the system. When combined 

with an evaluation of net capital cost, the net present value can be a terrific indicator for 

highlighting the point at which the financial costs of investment do not result in 

beneficial returns. However, net present value in the solar PV sense is also a very robust 

interpretation ofthe overall system financial and physical performance since it must 

integrate net AC power output of the array in the context of existing financial 

parameters. 

Total Installed Cost/ Net Capital Cost 

The total installed cost ofthe system or net capital cost is an objective that 

needs due consideration given the realistic financial and physical scenarios that solar PV 

customers will face in the real world. Net capital cost is an objective that conflicts with 

net present value given the inherent tradeoff between wanting to minimize costs to 

decision makers while offering them solutions that simultaneously provide the greatest 

net benefit. Net present value is actually influenced by net capital costs since the cost of 

installment is part of the calculation consideration ofthe model and the factor that 

limits the sizing of the system. However, net present value is also dependent on other 
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external independent variables such as the incident solar radiation and the various ITCs 

which contribute to the final net present value calculation. 

Solar Fraction 

Solar fraction is a useful objective in considering the direct energy benefits that 

the solar system will be supplying to its owner. This value is a lot more informative than 

a simple estimation of total output, because it gives a greater understanding about how 

that raw input will be utilized in the context of a real electric load profile. Solar fraction 

is another maximizable objective the conflicts directly with net capital costs because of 

the existing dynamic between PV array sizing and cost. A larger system capacity will 

usually mean a higher solar fraction since there is more potential for energy to be 

captured, but there is a tradeoff that exists with net capital cost since more equipment 

will have to be purchased in order to realize the increase in installed capacity. 

TMY2 Weather Data Files 

TMY2 weather data files were selected as the primary weather files for system 

performance analysis primarily for the use of the snow measurements for the realistic 

system snow loss modelling which cannot be done with TMY3 data files since they do 

not contain snow depth data. TMY2 is a text format developed by NREL for the National 

Solar Radiation Database 1961- 1990 data set. In these weather files, each irradiance 

value is the total solar radiation per hour ending at a given time step [22]. The values 

represent the average solar power over a given hour in watt-hours per hour per square 

meter (Wh/h·m2). In the SAM SSC modules these values are expressed in the 

mathematically equivalent W/m2. TMY2 stores hourly values for the three components 

of solar irradiance [22]: 

• The total global horizontal solar irradiance on a surface parallel to the ground. 

• The portion of the solar irradiance that reaches a surface normal to the sun in a direct 

line from the solar disk (typically assuming a measurement device with a So field of 

view), called beam normal or direct normal irradiance. 

• The solar irradiance on a horizontal surface from the sky excluding the solar disc, or 

diffuse horizontal irradiance. 
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The SAM SSC modules cal cui ate the monthly and annual i nso I at ion incident on 

the pI an e of the p hotov oltaic array. Bel ow is a description of all of the variables included 

within atypical TMY file and the organization of m etadata. 

S )1nbol Field 

Location ID* 
City* 
State• 

IZ Time zone 
fat Latitude 
Jon Longitude 
e/v Elevation 

Description 

Metadata Loca.t:ion Description 
numerical identifier [7227801 
location name I·· Phoenix Sky Harbor 1m/ Ap'1 
two-letter state abbreviation (AZ] 
hours W of GMT [·7.01 
decimal degree N of 0 131.4501 
decimal degree W of 0 [ ·11.9811 
meters above sea level [117) 

Hourly Data Records 
yr Year typical year [1988] 
mo Month typical month ( 1· 12) 
day Day day of year ( 1·365) 
hr Hour hour of day (0· 23) in local time 
min Minute minute past the hour (0 .. 59) 
Eg Global horizontal irradiance (\Vhlm2) total radiation on a horizontal surface 
Eb Direct nom1aJ irraWance (\V/m2) direct raWation on a surface norma) to the sun 
EJ Diffuse horizontal irradiance {Wh/m2) radiation on a horizontal surface from the sky 
Vll'iml Wind speed (nlls) wind speed 

Wind direc.tion• ~E ofN) wind direction 
T,, Dry bulb temperature (0 C) ambie.nt dry-bulb temperature 

Wet bulb temp• ~C) ambie.nt wet-bulb temperature 
Dew point temp* (°C) ambie.nt dew·point temperature 
Relative humidity*(%) re lative humidity 
Pressure* (mbar) atmospheric pressure 

D_,., Snow depth (em) deptb of snow 
p Ground reflectance ground reflectance factor o r albedo 

Table Notes 
The photovoltaic model does not use fields marked(*). but they are required by the weather file reader. 
The italicized values in br..tckets are examples from a TMY3 file's header. 

Table l. Data within Weather Data Files C20l 

pvsamvl module 
SAM's p hot ov oltaic pv sam v 1 performance module combines module and 

inverter sub models (see table bel ow) with sup pi em entary co de to calculate a 

ph ot avo It ai c power system's hourly AC output using a weather file and data d escri bing 

the physical characteristics of the module, inverter, and array [19]. 
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Submodel 

Weather fi le reader 
Sun position 
Surface angles 
Backtracking for one-cu:is trackers 
Isotropic incident irradiance model 
HDKR incident irradiance model 
Perez 1990 incident irradiauce model 
Self shading model for fixed armys 
Self shading model for one-axis 1r.1ckers 
Saodia module model 
CEC module model 
Simple efficiency module model 
Subarray mismatch calculator 
Sandia inverter model 
Part load inverter model 

Reference 

NREL 
Michalsky (1 988), Iqbal (1983), NREL 
standard geometry 
NREL 
Liu ( 1963) 
Duffie and Beckman (2013), Reindl ( 1988) 
Perez (1988), Perez ( 1990) 
Deline(2013) 
NREL 
King (2004) 
De Soto (2004a) 
NREL 
NREL 
King (2007) 
NREL 

Table 2. Submodelsused in NREL SAM SDK 1'201 

The ph ot avo It ai c performance module, pvsam v 1 can simulate any size of grid

tied system, ranging from small rooftop array and a single inverter to a larger 

installations with multiple subarrays and inverter banks. In this model, the pvsam vl 

module was used for its capability to simulate small rooftop arrays. Despite its ability to 

handle different-sized systems this module is u nab I e to account for electricity storage 

and battery specifications and cannot mix and match different types of inverters and 

solar panel brands. The module cal cui at est he system's AC electrical out put over one 

year as an array of 8, 760 hourly AC power values [20]. 

It reads hourly solar resource and temperature data from a weather file 

describing the resource at the system's I ocat ion for the year, and uses them with inputs 

describing the system's design in equations to cal cuI ate module and in vert er conversion 

efficiencies and energy losses. The array may consist of up to four subarrays, each with 

its own set of parameters fort racking array orientation, shading and soi I i ng and DC 

I asses. For this case, a single sub array was assumed to be enough to handle a rooftop 

system. The hourly pvsam v1 simulation module performs the following calculations for 

each of the 8, 760 hours in a year using the following method which is also diagrammed 

in Figure 7 below [20]: 
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1. For the subarray: 

(a) Calculate sun angles from date, time, and geographic position data from the 

weather file. 

(b) Calculate the nominal beam and diffuse irradiance incident on the plane of 

array (POA irradiance). This depends on the solar irradiance data in the weather 

file, and sun angle calculations. 

(e) Apply user-specified monthly soiling factors to calculate the effective POA 

irradiance on the subarray. 

3. Determine subarray string voltage calculation method. 

4. For the subarray, a run of the module model with the effective beam and diffuse POA 

irradiance and module parameters as input to calculate the DC output power, module 

efficiency, DC voltage, and cell temperature of a single module in the subarray. 

5. Calculate the subarray string voltage using the method determined in Step 3. 

6. Calculate the array DC power 

(b) For the subarray, calculate gross DC power by multiplying the module DC 

power by the number of modules in the subarray. 

(c) For the subarray, calculate net DC power by multiplying the gross subarray 

power by the DC derate factor. 

(d) For the subarray, calculate the subarray string voltage by multiplying the 

module voltage by the number of modules per string. 

(e) Calculate the array net and gross DC power by adding up the subarray values. 

7. Run the inverter sub model to calculate the gross AC power and inverter conversion 

efficiency. 

8. Calculate the net AC power by applying the AC derate factor to the gross AC power. 
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FiBUre 7. Flow DiaJI!'am of pvsamvl Module Processes !201 

The utilityrate financial model module calculates the value of energy and net 

savings with the solar PV system using complex uti I it y rate structures based on the 

outputs oft he pvsam v 1 m o du I e. The mode I takes into account the net h ou rl y AC output 

of the PVsystem, hourly electricity load, fixed and variable electricity charges and 

pricing annual load escalation, and net metering crediting considerations to calculate 

two annual values [19]: 
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1. Electricity cost without the PV system in $/year, which is the baseline cost of 

electricity based on utility pricing that would need to be purchased to meet 

household load with no PV system generation. 

2. Electricity cost with the PV system, which is the cost of electricity purchased from 

the grid assuming that the project purchases electricity only for hours when the load 

is greater than the system's output or not covered by net metering credit. 

The module then takes the difference between the costs without the system and with 

the system to evaluate net energy savings in terms of $/year for each year of the 

analysis. This information is then used to help inform decisions in the residential 

cash loan module. The utilityrate module is also capable of being tailored for time-of-use 

(TOU) rates, tiered energy price rates, and other excess generation selling scenarios 

such as PTC, but these details were not implemented in this particular model 

configuration because they are not applicable to small-scaled generators in the studied 

areas. 

Cashloan Module 

The cash loan module is essentially a residential financial model specifically 

configured for this scenario to focus on personalized energy investment and solar PV 

systems. The module takes in the simulated net AC Power output results from the 

pvsamvl module that have been processed by the utilityrate module as well as financial 

parameters such as inflation rate, the real discount rate, property tax rates, annual 

operating costs, federal lTC, state lTC, sales tax, installed cost of the system, and 

insurance tax to provide an accurate assessment of net present value, payback period, 

and net capital cost in terms of the lifetime of the system. For the first year of the 

system operation, the module takes into account the installed cost of the system and 

lTC credits applied to upfront installation costs. For each subsequent year, the model 

calculates the net cash flow to the owner of the system in terms ofthe federal and state 

income tax, annual energy savings from the system, and operational expenses of the PV 

system This module is also able to work with different financing mechanisms for 
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systems such as loans or taxable mortgages, but these options were forgone for forming 

a more generalized example scenario. 

BORG MOEA 
The BORG MOEA is a cutting edge search framework and evolutionary algorithm 

collection that was developed by Dr. David Hadka and Dr. Patrick Reed from 

Pennsylvania State University. BORG is designed to handle many-objective multi modal 

problems and incorporates a lot of built-in features that prevent it from falling into 

many of the traps that less well developed MOEAs fall into. In particular BORG sports an 

£-dominance archive with auto-adaptive population operators in the form of different 

search algorithms that self-adjust and after getting a certain amount of feedback from 

the problem [22]. Being able to set the threshold for difference between solution values 

using user-configured epsilons allowed a more clear-cut set of solutions to be developed 

with easily distinguishable patterns. 

For these trials runs, the epsilon values were set at 7, to increase that chance 

that optimal solutions would be taken over simple non-dominated solutions in which 

only a single objective might be optimal. The set of operators allow BORG to detect 

search stagnation and maintain convergence and active diversity throughout the search 

process [22]. Having this array of algorithms at hand allows BORG also allows to 

overcome dominance resistance. A built-in follow up metric called £-progress defines a 

computational measure of search progression and stagnation by evaluating the progress 

BORG is making over time with regards to solution optimality [23]. In combination with 

the £-progress metric is another metric instantiated by Hadka and Reed called the 

Population-Archive ratio [22]. This number specifies the size of the population solution 

pool compared to the archived solution pool. As long as the ratio of the number of 

solutions in the population solution pool is greater than that of the archived solution 

set, BORG will keep its current search operators. However, the idea is ifthis number 

drops below one or £-progress hasn't been made at the time of an algorithm check, the 
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conditionsfor a randomized restart will be met and a new set of adaptive population 

operators will be selected to avert deterioration in the solution set. 

For this project, BORG was used as a driver and MOEA for the model, and 

different trial simulations were conducted for different numbers of maximum BORG 

evaluationsto observe the convergence of the system at different levels of granularity. 

BORG evaluation lim its were set at 100, 1000, and 10000 for the trial runs in this case 

study seen ari o. It was discovered that at around 10000 evaluations was the point of 

dim i ni shi ng returns where adding more evaluations would have necessitated more than 

a day for si m u I at ion while pro du ci ng essentially identical resu Its to the 1000 0-eval uati on 

case without pro vid in g any additional insights. 

Population Archive 

(k·l) 

Evaluate 

'--------/)\'---------/ 

Figure a BORG Archive Stcraga ProCI!ss 1:221 

MongoDB 
In order tom ake the output of the BORG MOEA code easy to analyze and access 

in from different development environments, interfaces, and I anguages I utili zed the 

open-source Mongo DB ap pi i cat ion which is a flexible noS QL database that stores data in 
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JSON-styled documents with dynamic referencing schemas. This database format allows 

multiple runs to be stored within different collections in a database eliminating the need 

for creating independent csv or text files that would require lots of independent parsing 

and extensive file management. I personally used Mongo DB to help store and organize 

different trial runs for the simulation model by tailoring it to create and insert the data 

from every trial run as a document into a different collection. Mongo DB also has a very 

large maximum document size of around 16 megabytes per document meaning that it is 

very amenable to large data inputs. 

matplotlib Script 
To augment the analysis capabilities accessible in the standard Python libraries, I 

downloaded the matplotlib Python module which essentially mimics the plotting and 

analysis features of Mat lab which is far better the Python for creating presentable data 

formats and figures for interpreting results. I constructed a short Python script to run in 

the Python IDE, Spyder, which comes pre-packaged with Python libraries that are 

helpful for conducting scientific data analysis such as the numpy library which adds 

support for handling large multi-dimensional arrays and matrices within Python. The 

matplotlib Python script that I developed extracts the data documents corresponding to 

each Pareto optimal solution produced by the BORG run, stores the relevant values into 

separate lists for each objective and variable, and creates various 2D and 3D plots for 

both decision space which defines the optimized physical system parameters as well as 

objective space. This script also rectifies any values that were negated for the purposes 

of meeting MOEA minimization criteria. 

Results 
The implementation and execution ofthe combined BORG-SAM model was 

successful in producing a set of non-dominated solutions with solution space values that 

matched equivalent independent runs ofthe SAM GUI interface with the same variable 

values. It was also demonstrated that there was an appreciable difference in accuracy 

between different numbers of maximum evaluations for the model. I was able to 

achieve very clear and concise results for each of the case studies that I worked on and I 
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was able to derive some generalized results about the effect of net energy metering on 

solar customers in both of these cities. 

Simulation Runtimes and Max Evaluation Effects 

Below is a table of sample simulation runtimes in minutes for different numbers 

of BORG evaluations. 

Total Single 

Net Simulation Evaluation 

Date of Number of Metering Time Time 

Simulation Evaluations Enabled? (mins) (seconds) 

4/12/2016 100 Yes 7.77 4.66 

4/12/2016 100 No meter 7.65 4.59 

4/12/2016 1000 Yes 106.74 6.40 

4/12/2016 1000 No 105.21 6.31 

4/12/2016 10000 Yes 726.56 4.36 

4/12/2016 10000 No 673.62 4.04 

Table 3. Runtimes for various simulations 

It can be observed that there is a dramatic increase in simulation runtime for 

each corresponding increase in the number of maximum evaluations. One iteration of 

the simulation model takes anywhere from 4-7 seconds. It is technically infeasible to 

define quantitative metrics for the effect of increasing max evaluations on the 

simulation results since the set of solutions produced by the model cannot be 

guaranteed to be the Pareto optimal set. However, looking qualitatively at visual 

representations of the set of solutions below it is clear that increasing the number of 

maximum evaluations provides a more coherent set of solutions than trial runs with 

lower numbers of maximum evaluations. Based on this observation, using the solution 

set derived from the trial with the highest number of possible evaluations will garner 

the most precise solution set. Thus for the purposes of interpreting results from the 

solution set the 10000-evaluation case is used. 
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Parem Optlmal Results 
The resultsfrom thelOOOO-run trials for the Boston case study with respect to 

the objective functions can be seen below in various formats. The current scencrio V>Ath 

the NEM program in place is displq.oed first. 

10000 
Bost on, NEM, NCC v NPV 

9000 • 
• 

8000 

• 
7000 • "' -> • Q. 

z 6000 

• 
5000 • • 
4000 • • • 
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Net Capital Cost (S) 
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It can be observed tha: there is an almost linear trend between both net capital 

cost and net present value as well as net capital cost end solar fra:tion for this case. 

These results indicate that residential solar systems are indefinitely scalable both in 

terms of energy output and return on investment. In this case, it is even possible to hit a 

solcr fraction of over 100% with a lcrge enough system. This is a very interesting result 

because it describes a scenario analogous to a system V>Ath energy storage. However, 

the net energy metering is perhaps even better than enerw storage. There are no 

pt"rtsica costs or maintena-~ce required, NEM will atways be able to "'store" 100% of 

output, and this stored energt can be held onto indefinitely. This ability to virtually store 

energy in "'credits" indefinitely allows participants to cover all electricity load and offset 

cny costs regarding energy payments for the lifetime of the system and potentially even 

beyond that assuming that the credit stays after the system brecks down. Now as direct 
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comparison to this case, the see nario without NEM is show below. 
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The results observed in the no NEM setup are drastically different than the 

current Boston scenario Vvtlere NEM is well-established. Essentialty' without net energt 

metering. we see the diminishing returns to scale in both system output and net present 

value that an installed solar PV system would normally have. In fact, net present value 

for the no NEM case is nega:ive for the whole set of solutions which indicates that no 

solar PV system is economicaly feasible unless a NEM program is in place. Soler fraction 

maxes out at around 36% Vvtlich is about a third of an average annual household load in 

Boston. In this instance, it is amost as if there is a standalone PV system being modeled, 

without anytiestothe grid. The system is only able to provide energ.;the load during 

the day and the existing mismatches between generation and load limit the CNerall 

benefit of the system. 

The results from thelOOOO-run trialsfor the las Vegas case study' with respect to 

the objective functions can be seen below in various formats. The scenario with the old 

NEM program is displayed first. 
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In this instance, we see ths: the same linear trend present in the Boston 

case study exists here as well. Once again, there are no diminishing returns to 

installing a residentia solar PV system end if cnything. the level of net present 

value and solcr fraction that can be achieved is higher than in Boston, most likely 

due to better weather conditions and possibty' lower electricity loads. However, 

it is worth notingthat the discovered solutions for a system based in las Vegas 

ha~e much higher net capital cost than they do in Boston. The case with NEM 

after the changes to the policy are demonstrated below. 
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Figure 16. Las Vegas net energy metering results NCC vs SF 

Finally, it can be observed for the case with new net energy metering policies 

that there still exists the linear relationship indicating a lack of diminishing returns with 

regards to financial scalability as in the case with credit-based NEM, but this is where 

similarities end. Looking at the net capital cost versus solar fraction, it is possible to 

discern that this is a similar tradeoff to the one that occurs in the no NEM case in 

Boston, albeit with a much higher solar fraction cutoff at around 44% which is probably 

again due to superior weather conditions. This pattern demonstrates that in changing to 

a monetary NEM policy, financial feasibility is preserved for system installments, but the 

supply of energy to load is limited to periods where the system has enough irradiance to 

produce energy to deliver to the load. From this perspective, it would appear that a 

NEM program configured with a credit-based rewards would be the most beneficial for 

potential solar customers. 

Decision Space Results 

In order to have a holistic view of the system we also have to know how to 

arrange and configure the physical components of our system. These results were 

derived from the values of the variables corresponding to each of the optimized 

objective solutions discovered in the 10000-run trials. The decision space results for 

Boston from the 10000-run trials are visualized below. 
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Figure 17. Boston net energy metering results NCC vs Panel and Inverter per String count 
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Figure 18. Boston net energy metering results SF vs Azimuth & Tilt Angle 
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Figure 19. Boston no net energy metering results NCC vs Panel and Inverter per String Count 
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Figure 20. Boston no net energy metering results SF vs Azimuth & Tilt Angle 

Each pair of points along they-axis represents the physical components and 

optimized orientation for the system at that level of investment. Right off ofthe bat, we 

can see that the all results for the physical components case are integers because it 

doesn't make sense to have a half a solar panel or inverter. There is also a kind of a 

stairstep function you can observe because there is a maximum output voltage from a 

string panels that the inverter can safely handle, which is about 12 panels worth of 

output. At this point we need to include another string and inverter to handle more 

panels. It would appear that in Boston for the NEM scenario, the optimal orientation is 

roughly due south at around 30 degrees tilt which is usually indicative of a PV system 

designed for the system. This can be explained by the fact that for an average summer 

day in Boston, electricity load is much higher, and more solar energy is generated in the 

summer when the weather is good. With net energy metering, you can optimize for the 
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summer sun and then use the system to store energy away for colder, rainier winter 

months without fear of losses or decay. In the case where NEM is not enabled we see 

that the tilt angles are even shallower, and that all solar systems appear to be 

configured for summer, but it is the case only after a certain solar fraction percentage, 

around 31%, is reached. The results from the 10000-run trials for the Las Vegas case 

study are shown below. 
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Figure 21. Las Vegas new net energy metering results NCC vs Panel and Inverter per String count 
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In the las Vegas cases, we seetha: there are cases V>Ath results similar to that of 

the Boston case along different scales. The ideal tilt and azimuth orientation in this case 

still appears to be a system V>Ath around 30 degrees of tilt facing due south v...tlich is ideal 

for the more southerly, warm climate. The scmepatternv-Aththe physica components 

mq.o be observed as well, with the difference being that they are aong a differently 

bounded net ccpital cost than the Boston cases. 

Conclusions 
!i\nrm•rvofResulb 

Based on the results from the test runs that were performed for both case 

studies it can be observed that net energy metering in any form helps to reduce the 

diminishing returns to scale in terms of economic feasibility end profit. Without net 
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energy metering in Boston, solar systems are simply not economically feasible, even 

with a loan and having the losses assumed away. From an economic standpoint, credit

based net energy metering programs provide the most benefit to solar energy 

customers and allow them to achieve higher net present values on their system 

investment. Monetary NEM programs also allow PV system owners to achieve scalable 

return on their investment, but it can be observed that unless the price the utility sets 

for the excess energy they purchase is more than the price at which they sell, monetary 

programs will always be inferior to credit-based programs. In terms of system output 

and load satisfaction, we also achieve the best results with credit-based NEM programs. 

Without the ability to store energy credits indefinitely for use at a later date, the solar 

system is only able contribute to load when its production matches up with the load 

curve. Nighttime loads and loads that occur during adverse weather will never be 

covered by a solar system without some sort of energy storage and without credit-based 

NEM solar customers will have to install their own energy storage. Ultimately, it appears 

that the maximum benefit can be derived from the system when NEM is in place in the 

credit-based format. 

Model Deficiencies 
Most of the deficiencies and inaccuracies in this model stem from the simplifying 

assumptions which must be used to generalize the modeled system to a scalable degree 

and the lack of readily available localized data. For instance, basing the installed cost per 

watt on a citywide average is probably less accurate than drawing from a database of 

different installer installation cost data. The balance of this model only works well for 

immediate policy changes that are intended to remain constant or have predictable 

changes after their implementation. It cannot handle drastic changes in policy or grid 

infrastructure that might happen during the lifetime of the system which a serious issue 

if there is some known piece of legislation that might come in to effect in the near 

future and affect solar energy economics. 

It might also be beneficial to build a function into the system that would allow 

users to select different equipment specifications. The panel and string inverter setup 
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that was modelled in the simulations was adequate for accurate first estimates but 

there are various types of innovative energy technologies that would allow even greater 

and more accurate output modelling such as microinverters. Additionally, having to 

configure the model by hand to account for different panel and inverter brands is an 

arduous and time-consuming process that could be expedited by providing the user with 

a library of selectable manufacturer data and simply having the user express that 

preference to configure the model, much like the original SAM GUI. In order to 

implement this feature I was envisioning connecting with the CEC module and inverter 

database to extract information for use in the simulations. 

Also, in the long term the data input into the model is limited by its quality going 

in. For example, TMY data may not be an accurate representation of weather and 

irradiance in the purview of climate change. In order to account for this, accessing real-

time data and/or else analyzing input data sets for robustness would alleviate a lot of 

these concerns but this was outside the purview of the model. Additionally, with more 

time at hand I would have adjusted the model to handle different load sizes to 

experiment more with how net energy metering contributes at smaller or even larger 

loads. 

Further Potential Applications 
Although this model has powerful functional and predictive capabilities in its 

own right, there are definitely other applications or features that I would add to make it 

more accessible to the intended user. Given more time, I would most likely develop a 

GUI for the model to make it more user-friendly and add a library that would simply 

take a city or other location as a string input and then draw data to fill in the local 

parameter values directly from online sources using APis to ensure that the generated 

results reflect the most up-to-date available data. Currently, this model is also only 

capable of utilizing TMY2 or TMY3 data for weatherfiles, but I would be interested in 

adding configuration for sources of international weather data for expanding the utility 

of this model outside the scope ofthe United States. This type of model also has direct 

applications to almost all other forms of renewable energy generation and can also be 
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scaled up from residential application to larger utility scale applications. The SAM SSC 

SDK actually contains additional modules for modelling for solar thermal, geothermal, 

wind, concentrating solar power and biomass systems, but these were not included in 

the model since the focus was primarily on evaluating electricity savings on the 

residential scale. 

Finally, net metering was the main solar PV policy explored in this model, but it 

could easily be modified to handle evaluations of other social policies such as SREC 

markets, demand response or used to evaluate the effect of a technology on 

externalities such as carbon emissions. Applying this type of model to other cities would 

it extremely beneficial in shaping solar policies around the nation. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A:. K~ra315GX-lfB Manufacturer Specifications 
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Module Specification 
Electrical Characteristics: 4:1! STC 
Mochde Type KD315GX-LPB 
Pmax 315W 
voc 49.2V 

lsc 8.50A 
Vpm 39.8V 
lpm 7.92A 
Factorv installed Bv ass Diode 
Numbe-r 41)CS. 
Series Fuse Ra'lina 15A 
Thermal Characteristics: Temp. Coefficient 
Voc (VI.C) · 1.nx1Q ·1 

1St (ArC) 5.10•10"' 
Vpm(VI'C) -2.05• 10"1 

PhysicaJ Characteristics: 
Lengtn 55.43• (1662mm) 

Wldtn 51.97. (132Gmm) 
Depih 1.81• (46mm) 

Weigh! 60.61b (27.5kg) 
Mountino Hole Diameter .3s• 9mm , Quantity 4pcs:. 
Groulding- Oiameler .28.(7mm), Quantity 4pcs. 
Applicalion Class Class A 

Kyocera Solar KD315GX-LF8 

2Q 30 
Module Voltage (Volts) 

Appendix B: SMA 4000US Inverter Manufacturer Specifications 
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Recommended Maximum PV Powe1 (Module STC) 

DC Maximum Vollage 

Peak f>owet Trading Vdloge 

DC Maximum Input Cuuent 

DC Voltoge i ipplc 

Number of fv1oed StriDgl~"~pU:Jo 

PV Stort Volloge 

AC Nominal Power 

AC Maximum Output Power 

AC Maximum Output Cummt 

AC N ominal Voltoge Range 

AC heqvency: llominol I r011ae 

Power Focloc fNominoll 

Peak I1W1Hfef EUici.mcy 

CEC We-ighted EJficiency 

Oimeruio.t~s: W x H x 0 in incbe.s 

Weight/ Shipping Weigh! 

Ambien.t Temperature Ra.nge 

Poweor COSisumption: 1tcndby /nighttime 

Topology 

Coolng Concept 
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Appendix C: Relevant SAM SSC Input Oesa"iptions 
Symbol Description I Name In SAM 

"'""~ G cff..-ctivc imdi:ltltt tt:~osmiued 10 the photo ... u lt:Uc cell 
·ra dT~tive tr.ms.:m.in.arltt·absorb~ product 
v, wind ~peed from w~1bcr ti le 

Arnay heiabl 
~toWJIIfl£ slandotr 

r- mOOule NOCi tenl pci'31Utt r:uing 
/'"" modu)('. ln:t'<imum power cutten! f:Ui11g 
V,.,p mOOule ~xirmull power \'Oha~ t:uing 
r\.., module are:~ in mcu•n 

T, 
Output 

Nru.n.- in sse 

e~c:_h~iqht. 

e~c_~tando!f 

6par _ t noet. 
6par _ i m.p 
6par_vmp 
6par_a:-~a 

ho u r l y_ s ubarra y ( n ) _e~llt~mp 

Noct Cell Temperature Model Variable Definitions 

Symbol 

l mfl.l'rj 

v« -"1 
fsc,rl'.f 

a~."/ 
(3,, ,,./ 
h ,,./ 
l ,l.rl'/ 
R t .n'f 

a,.! R,.,., 
adjus1 

Description I Name in SAM 

Inputs 
reference ~fax Power Current 
reference Open Circuit Voltage 
reference Short Circuit Cur rent 
short circuit current temper.tture coefficient (ArC) 
open circuit voltage temperature coefficient (V f'C) 
reference light current, I_L_ref 
reference diode saturation current. I_o_rer 
reference series resist..wce, R_s 
reference ideality factor, A_ref 
reference shunt resistance R_sb_ref 
temperature coefficient adjustment factor 

Output 
PJc .m module DC output power 
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NameinSSC 

cec_ i _ mp_ ref 
cec_v_oc_ref 
cec_ i _ sc_ref 
cec_a l pha_sc 
cec_beta _oc 
cec_ i _ l _ ref 
cec_ i _ o_ ref 
cec_ r_ s _ ref 
cec_a _ ref 
cec_ r_sh_ref 
cec_a d just 



CEC Module Model Variable Definitions 

Symbol Description I Name in SAM 

Inputs 
£, Beam irradianl't\ beam norma) from weather file 
Ed Diffuse irradianc.,-e. diffuse horiz. from weather file , or calculated 
£, Global horizontal irrddiance. global horizontal from weather fi le 
H extraterrestrial irradiance 
p Albedo (ground reRectance) 
AOI angle of incidence 
fl, Suharray [11] Surface tilt 
Z Solar zenith angle 

Beam and diffuse., Total and beam 
Isotropic, HDKR, Perez 
Use albedo in Wl"dthe.r file if it i• spedfied 

incident beam irradiance 
incident sky diffuse irradiance 
incident ground·reftected irradiance 

Output-. 

isotropic component of incident diffuse irradiance 
circumsolar component of incident diffuse irraWance 
horizon brightening component o f incident diffuse irradiance 

Incident hndiance Variable Definitions 

Symbol Description I Name in SAM Name in sse 
Inputs 

NameinSSC 

beam 
d i ffu se 
g l oba l 

a l bedo 
inc i dence 
tilt 
s un_ zen 
i rrad_ mode 
sky_ mode l 
u se_ wf_ a l bedo 

poa_ beam 
poa_skydiff 
poa_ gnddiff 
poa_skydiff_ iso 
poa_skydiff_cir 
poa_skydiff_ hor 

vdl'.m 

pdt.,tlf 

Nmudu!e:. 

NfXtr.fUing~ 
Nftri•J{}'il .ar 

N.f11h 

module tic miLage 
module de power 
Modules per string 
String• in parallel 
Strings allocated to subarray 11 

number of enabled subanays 

modules_per_ string 
strings_i n~,~ r~llel 

suoa=ray [nj _ nstrinqs 

La91 

vdc' .li 

Vaf 

~/c'>~jflJSS,n 
pd~,MI.,tl 
Ptl;· ..gn l'ii.C' 

Pdt.net 

Total DC power Joss for subnrray n suba=ray[n] _ dc:oss 

Outpms 
Subarray (n] DC siring vull<tge hour ly_subarray [r. ]_ dc_ vo l t:age 
lnvcrtcr de input voltage hourly_ inverter_cc_ v ·:> l tage 
Subarray (ll] Gross DC output hourly_subarray [ r. ] _ d ·:::_ gross 
Subarray [ll] Net. DC output hour ly_subarray [r. )_ dc_ net 
Gross de array output hour l y_C:c_ q ross 
Net de array output lluu L l y '-''" ""' L 

Array DC Power Output Definitions 
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Symbol Description I Name in SAM Name in SSC 

Inputs 
rz time zone (hrs W of GMT) tz 
lm latitude (decimal 0 N of equator) l at 
lou longitude (decimal •w of GMT) l o n 
yr year (e.g., 1988) year 
mo month year ( 1·12) mo nth 
day day of year (1 -365) day 
hr hour o f day local time (0.23) hou r 
min minute of hour (0.59) minute 

Outputs 
z Solar zenith angle (deg) s un - zen 
a Solar altitude angle (deg) s un_ e lv 
li solar declination angle sun_ dec 

r Solar azimuth angle ( deg) s un_ azm 
swwp Sun up over horizon (0/1) 

Sun Position Variable Definitions 

Symbol Description I Name in SAM 

Inputs 
Fi.ed, 1 A•is, 2 A•is, Azimuth Axis 

f3o Tilt (deg) 
11J Azimuth (deg) 
6tim Tracker rotation limit (deg) 
Z sun zenith angle 
r sun azimuth angle 

Backtracking 
GCR Ground cove.rage ratio (GCR) 

Beam and diffa.e, Total and beam 
l•otropic, HDKR, Perez 

AOI 
J3, 
y, 
6 
8o 
aB 

Outputs 
incidence angle 
Subarr.ly [Ill Surface tilt (deg) 
Subarr.ly [Ill Surface azimuth (deg) 
Subarr.ly [Ill Axis rotation for 1 axis trackers (deg) 
Subarr.ty [11] Ideal axis rotation for I a•is trackers (deg) 
backtracking difference from ideal rotation 

Surface angle variable definitions 
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Name inSSC 

track_mode 
t.il t 
azimut h 
ro t: lim 
sun_ zen 
sun_ azm 
backtrack 
GCR 
irrad_mode 
sky_model 

incid ence 
surf_ t.i l t 
surf_azrn 
axis_ rot a t ion 

bt _diff 



Symbol Description I Name in SAM Name in the SSC Module pvsamvl 

Pac 

1lbw 

Pc·iip 
P.t() 
Pcu 

Pptw 

R ptlrt I ood 

Inputs 
net DC power output of the array 
number of inverters 
DC string voltage 

Gross ac output 
Inverter efficiency 
Inverter clipping loss 

Output 

Inverter power consumption loss 
Inverter night time loss 
AC parasitic power consumption (W) 
part load ratio 

hourly_ac_ net 
hourly_ i nv_ eff 
hourly_ i nv_ clipl oss 
hourly_ i nv_psol oss 
hourly_ i nv_ ntloss 

Inverter Submodel Variable Definitions 

Symbol Description I Name in SAM Name in SSC 

Inputs 
N;nv Number of inverters inver ter_count 
Pac AC output of a single inverter 
I_. Total AC power loss ac_ l oss 

Ptn"
1
gros.t 

Pac,trd 

Gross ac output 
Net ac output 

Outputs 
hourly_ ac_ g ross 
hourly_ ac_ net 

Svstem AC Output Variable Definitions 

Appendix D: Python Code Sample for Model 
'-•- coding: utf-8 -•-
'"'" 
Created on Thu Feb 1117:17:42 2016 

This model is designed to use a sequence of N REL SAM sse SDK pvsamv 1, utilityrate, 
and cashloan modules to model the performance of a resid entia I rooftop solar 
system. The model is designed to handle systems lDkW of capacity and below. The model 
takes in TMY2, local utility rate, OpenEIIoad profile data to produce NPV, net capital cost, and 
solar fraction as outputs for the system. Performance model is defined in the solar_opt 
function. The BORG MOEA python wrapper is used to iterate through the function and 
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generate Pareto optimal results for the specified location to create an investment 
tradeoff curve. Results are stored in MongoDB collections for further analysis. 

@author: Dakota Pekerti, Swarthmore College 

import string, sys, struct 
from ctypes import*# Ctypes library 
import sscapi # NREL SSC SDK API 
from pymongo import MongoCiient # MongoDB 
import borg as bg #BORG Modules 
import time #Time library 
import csv # CSV library 

c_number = c_float #must be c_double or c_float depending on how defined in sscapi.h 

sse= sscapi. PySSC() 
print('Computer = ', sys.platform) 
print('Version: {O)'. format{ssc. version())) 

#Solar Model Function 
del solar _opt{*variables): 

global cost_per_watt #Cost per watt 
global max_inverter #Max inverter voltage 
global mppt_low_inverter #Max Power Point Inverter 
global mod_temp_coeff #Module Temperature Coefficient 
global mod_nom_voc #Module Nominal Open Circuit Voltage 
global run Count# Run Counter 
global nm_enabled #Net Metering Enabled Boolean 
#Initializes data creation module for 

analysis_period = 25 #Average solar system lifespan 
degradation= [0.5 for x in range{analysis_period)] #Average degradation selection 
panel_num = variables[1]* variables[O] #Number of Panels 
system_capacity = panel_num*315/1000 #System Capacity in kWh 
rebate_amount = {system_capacity*l000)*0.295 #Accounts for upfront rebate per Watt in$ 
install_ cost= panel_num *315 * cost_per _watt- (rebate_amount) #Install cost in $ 

inverter_num = int(variables[O]) #Number of inverters 
dat = ssc.data_create() #API Data Creation 
#######Weather Data############################# 
#Pulls from TMY data storage 
sse. data _set_stri ng{dat, 'solar _resource _file', ' . ./. ./languages/python/23169. tm2') 
sse. data _set_stri ng{dat, 'file_ name', ' . ./. ./languages/python/23169. tm2') 

######Simulation Parameters###################### 
#Lifetime Simulation Boolean 
ssc.data_set_number(dat, 'pv_lifetime_simulation', 1) 
#Analysis Period Length 
sse. data_ set_ nu mber(dat, 'analysis _period', analysis _period) 
#DC degregation Rate% 
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sse. data _set_ array(dat, 'de_ degradation', degradation) 
#Snow Model Toggle 
ssc.data_set_number(dat, 'en_snow_model', 0) 
#Use Albedo in weather file if provided Boolean 
ssc.data_set_number(dat, 'use_wf_albedo', 1) 
#User Specified Albedo 
ssc.data_set_array(dat, 'albedo', [0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1]) 
#lrradiance Input Translation mode 
# O=beam&diffuse, 1 =total&beam,2=tota l&d iffuse 
ssc.data_set_number(dat, 'irrad_mode', 0) 
#Diffuse Model 
#0= isotropic, 1 =h kd r, 2= perez 
ssc.data_set_number(dat, 'sky_ model', 0) 
#Interconnection AC loss% 
ssc.data_set_number(dat, 'ac_loss', 0.77) 
#Enables misaligned panels 
#Boolean 
sse. data_ set_ nu mber(dat, 'enable_ mismatch_ vmax _calc', 0) 
# Photovoltaic module model specification 
# O=spe, 1 =cec,2=6par _ user,3=sn 1,4=sd ll-iec61853 
ssc.data_set_number(dat, 'module_model', 1) 
#Inverter Module 
# O=cec,1=datasheet,2=partload 
ssc.data_set_number(dat, 'inverter_model', 1) 

#########Nonessential Subarray Parameters #############3# 
#Subarray 2 Enable 
sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat,'su barray2 _enable', 0) 
#Subarray 3 Enable 
sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat,'su barray3 _enable', 0) 
#Subarray 4 Enable 
sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat,'su barray4 _enable', 0) 
#Subarray 2 shade set 
sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat,'su barray2 _shade_ mode', 1) 
#Subarray 3 shade set 
sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat,'su barray3 _shade_ mode', 1) 
#Subarray 4 shade set 
sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat,'su barray4_shade _mode', 1) 
#Subarray 2 track set 
sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat,'su barray2 _track_ mode', 1) 
#Subarray 3 track set 
sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat,'su barray3 _track_ mode', 1) 
#Subarray 4 track set 
sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat,'su barray4_ track_ mode', 1) 
#Subarray 2 tilt set 
sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat,'su barray2 _tilt', 0) 
#Subarray 3 tilt set 
sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat,'su barray3 _tilt', 0) 
#Subarray 4 tilt set 
sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat,'su barray4_ tilt', 0) 
#Subarray 2 backtrack set 
sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat,'su barray2 _backtrack', 0) 
#Subarray 3 backtrack set 
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sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat,'su barray3 _backtrack', 0) 

#Subarray 4 backtrack set 
sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat,'su barray4_ backtrack', 0) 

####### Subarray Parameters ###############################3 
#Auto-tilt of Subarray =Latitude 
sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat,'su barray1_ tilt_ eq_lat', 0) 

#Tracking Mode 
#O=fixed, 1 = 1axis, 2= 2axis ,3=azi 
sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat,'su barray1_ track_ mode', 0) 
#Shading Mode 
#O=selfshaded, 1 =none 
sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat,'su barray1_shade _mode', 1) 

#No of modules along side of array 
sse. data_ set_ number( dat, 's u ba rray1_ n m ody' ,9) 
sse. data_ set_ number( dat, 's u ba rray1_ n m odx', 1) 

#########Loss Parameters######################## 
#External Equipment loss 
#Loss from DC optimizer% 
sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat,'dcoptimizer _loss', 1.0) 
# AC wiring loss% 

sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat,'acwiring_loss', 1.0) 

# transfomer Loss% 
sse. data_ set_ nu mber(dat, 'transformer _loss', 1.0) 

#Constant Loss Adjustment% 
ssc.data_set_number(dat, 'adjust:constant', 0) 

#Ground Coveraage Ratio 
ssc.data_set_number(dat, 'subarray1_', 0.3) 

#Panel Losses 

#Monthly Soiling Loss% 
sse. data_ set_ array( dat, 's u ba rray 1_soi I i ng', [5 .0 ,5. 0,5. 0,5. 0,5 .0 ,5. 0,5. 0,5 .0 ,5. 0,5. 0,5. 0,5. 0]) 

#DC Power Loss% 

ssc.data_set_number(dat, 'subarray1_dcloss', 0) 

#DC diodes and connections loss% 
sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat, 'su barray1_ d iodeconn _loss', 0.5) 

#DC wiring loss% 

sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat, 'su barray1_ dcwiri ng_loss ', 2.0) 

#Nameplate Loss% 
sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat, 'su barray1_ nameplate _loss', 0) 

#Panel Mismatch Loss 
sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat, 'su barray1_ mismatch _loss', 2.0) 

#Panel Tracking Loss 
sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat, 'su barray1_ tracking_loss', 0) 

#########Inverter Parameters################## 
#####SMA 4000US Setup from SAM Model 
#Minimum Inverter MPPTVoltage 
sse. data_ set_ nu mber(dat,'mppt_low _inverter', mppt_low _inverter) 

#Maximum Inverter MPPTVoltage 
ssc.data_set_number(dat, 'mppt_hi_inverter', 480) 

# AC maximum power rating (Wac) 
ssc.data_set_number(dat, 'inv_ds_paco', 4000) 
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#Weighted or Peak or Nominal Efficiency 
ssc.data_set_number(dat, 'inv_ds_eff', 95.002) 
# AC power consumbed by inverter at night (Wac) 
ssc.data_set_number(dat, 'inv_ds_pnt',1) 
#DC power required to enable the inversion process (Wdc) 
ssc.data_set_number(dat, 'inv_ds_pso',O) 
#DC input voltage for the rated AC-Power rating 
sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat, 'inv _ ds _ vdco',310) 
#Maximum DC operating voltage 
ssc.data_set_number(dat, 'inv_ds_vdcmax', max_inverter _v) 

#######Module Parameters####################### 
##### Kyocera KD315GX-LPB## 
#Module Area (m2) 
ssc.data_set_number(dat, 'cec_area',2.19384) 
#Temperature coefficient adjustment 
sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat, 'cec _ adjust',-0.478) 
#Short circuit current temperature coefficient 
ssc.data_set_number(dat, 'cec_alpha_sc',0.071) 
#Open circuit voltage temperature coefficient 
ssc.data_set_number(dat, 'cec_beta_oc', -0.362) 
#Maximum power point temperature coefficient 
ssc.data_set_number(dat, 'cec_gamma_r', -0.478) 
#Maximum power point current 
ssc.data_set_number(dat, 'cec_i_mp_ref', 7.9) 
#Light current 
ssc.data_set_number(dat, 'cec_i_l_ref', 8.51) 
#Saturation current 
sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat, 'cec _i_ o _ref', 0.000000001111) 
#Short circuit current 
ssc.data_set_number(dat, 'cec_i_sc_ref', 8.5) 
#Number of cells in series 
ssc.data_set_number(dat, 'cec_n_s', 80) 
#Series resistance 
ssc.data_set_number(dat, 'cec_r_s', 0.395) 
#Shunt resistance 
sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat, 'cec _r _sh _ref', 331. 78) 
#Maximum power point voltage 
ssc.data_set_number(dat, 'cec_v_mp_ref', mod_nom_vmp) 
#Non ideality factor a 
ssc.data_set_number(dat, 'cec_a_ref', 2.1635) 
#Open circuit voltage 
ssc.data_set_number(dat, 'cec_v_oc_ref', mod_nom_voc) 
#Standoff mode 
ssc.data_set_number(dat, 'cec_standoff', 6) 
#Array mounting height 
ssc.data_set_number(dat, 'cec_height', 0) 
#Cell temperature model selection 
ssc.data_set_number(dat, 'cec_temp_corr_mode', 0) 
#Nominal operating cell temperature 
ssc.data_set_number(dat, 'cec_t_noct', 46.3) 

##############Altered Parameters########################### 
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#Tilt of Subarray 
sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat,'su barray1_ tilt', variables [2]) 
#Nameplate Capacity 
sse. data_ set_ nu mber(dat, 'system_ capacity', system_ capacity) 

#system_size = system_size + 0.1 
sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat, 'modules _per _string', int(varia bles[1])) 
#Strings in parallel 
sse. data_ set_ number( dat, 'strings _in _para lie I', in t(va ria b les [0])) 
#Number of Inverter 
ssc.data_set_number(dat, 'inverter _count', inverter _num) 
#Azimuth of subarray 
#O=N,90=E,180=S,270=W 

sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat,'su barray1_ azimuth', variables [3]) 

########################################################### 
#run PV system simulation 
pvsamvl = ssc.module_create("pvsamvl") 

if ssc.module_exec(pvsamv1, dat) == 0: 
print ('PVSAM 1 simulation error') 
idx = 1 

msg = ssc.module_log(pvsamv1, 0) 
while (msg !=None): 

else: 

print ('\t: ' + msg) 
msg = ssc.module_log(pvsamv1, idx) 
idx = idx + 1 

gen = ssc.data_get_array(dat,"gen") #Grab hourly AC generated energy in kWh 
annual_ energy= ssc.data_get_number(dat,"annual_energy") #Grab annual energy in kWh 

ssc.module_free(pvsamvl) #Free pvsamvl module and memory space 
############Utility Rate############################### 

load_ data = [] # Load data 
#Grabs Load Data from csv file 
with open('USA_NV _Las.Vegas-McCarran.lnti.AP.723860_ TMY3_BASE.csv') as csvfile: 

readCSV = csv.reader(csvfile, delimiter=',') 

next( readCSV) 
for row in readCSV: 

load_ data. append (float( row [1])) 

#Analysis Period 
ssc.data_set_number(dat,"analysis_period", analysis_period) 

#System Use Lifetime Output 
sse. data_ set_ nu mber(dat,"system _use _lifetime_ output", 1) 

#Gen 
sse. data_ set_ array(dat, "gen", gen) 

#Load 
sse. data _set_ array(dat, "load", load_ data) 
#Inflation Rate% 
sse. data_ set_ nu mber(dat,"inflation _rate", 2.5) 

#Degradation% 
sse. data _set_ array(dat, "degradation", degradation) 
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#Set Load Escalation Array 

sse. data _set_ array(dat, "load_ escalation", [1]) 

#Rate Escalation % 
sse. data _set_ array(dat, "rate_ escalation", [3.5]) 

#Enable Net Metering 
sse. data_ set_ nu mber(dat,"ur _enable_ net_ metering",nm _enabled) 

#Excess Monthly Rollover Energy 
# O=Rollover energy,1=Rollover dollars 

sse. data_ set_ nu mber(dat,"ur _excess_ monthly_ energy_ or_ dollars", 1) 
#Net Metering Year-end Sell Rate 
sse. data_ set_ nu mber(dat,"u r _ nm _yearend_ sell_rate", n m _ sell_rate) 

#Monthly Fixed Charge$ 

sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat,"ur _monthly _fixed_ charge", 17 .90) 

#Flat Buy Rate$ 

sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat,"ur _flat_ buy _rate", 0.10566) 

#Flat Sell Rate$ 

sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat,"ur _flat_sell_rate", n m _sell_rate) 

#Monthly Minimum Charge$ 

sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat,"ur _monthly_ min_ charge", 0) 

#Annual Monthly Minimum Charge$ 
sse. data_ set_ nu mber(dat,"ur _annual_ min_ charge", 0) 

#Create utilityrate module 
uti Irate= ssc.module_create("utilityrate3") 

if ssc.module_exec(utilrate, dat) == 0: 

print ('Utility Rate error') 
idx = 1 

msg = ssc.module_log(utilrate, 0) 
while (msg !=None): 

else: 

print ('\t: ' + msg) 

msg = ssc.module_log(utilrate, idx) 

idx = idx + 1 

annual_energy_value = ssc.data_get_array(dat,"annual_energy_value") #Energy value of solar energy in$ 

annual_electric_load = ssc.data_get_array(dat,"annual_electric_load") #Annual electric load in kWh 
elec_cost_with_system = ssc.data_get_array(dat,"elec_cost_with_system") #Electrical cost in system# 
elec_cost_without_system = ssc.data_get_array(dat,"elec_cost_without_system") #Electric cost without 

system in$ 

lifetime_load = ssc.data_get_array(dat,"lifetime_load") #Load in kWhh 
elec_cost_with_system_yearl = ssc.data_get_number(dat,"elec_cost_with_system_yearl") #Electric Cost with 

System for year 1 
elec _cost_ without_ system _yea rl = ssc.data _get_ number( dat, "elec _cost_ without_system _yearl") # Electric 

Cost without System 
savings_yearl= ssc.data_get_number(dat,"savings_yearl") #Electric Savings in# 

year1_electric_load =ssc.data_get_number(dat,"year1_electric_load") #Year 1 Electric Load 

year1_hourly_load = ssc.data_get_array(dat,"year1_hourly_load") #Year 1 hourly electric load 
yearl_ monthly_ cumulative_ excess _generation = ssc.data _get_ array(dat, 

"yearl_ monthly_ cumulative_ excess _generation") #kWh/mo 
ssc.module_free(utilrate) #Free utility rate module and memory 

############Cash Loan ################################## 

#Analysis Period 
ssc.data_set_number(dat,"analysis_period", analysis_period) 
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#Annual Energy Value 
sse. data_ set_ array(dat, "annual_ energy_ value", annual_ energy_ value) 

#Federal Tax Rate 
sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat,"federal_ tax _rate", 30) 

#State Tax Rate 
sse. data_ set_ nu mber(dat,"state _tax _rate", 0) 

#Real Discount Rate 
sse. data_ set_ nu mber(dat,"real_ d iscount_rate", 5.5) 

#Inflation Rate 
sse. data_ set_ nu mber(dat,"inflation _rate", 2.5) 
#Debt Fraction % 
sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat,"debt_fraction", 100) 
#Production-based O&M Amount 
sse. data _set_ array(dat, "om _production", [O]) 
#Production-based O&M Escalation 
sse. data_ set_ nu mber(dat,"om _production_ escal", 0) 
#Capacity-based O&M amount 
sse. data _set_ array(dat, "om_ capacity", [20]) 
#Capacity-based O&M escalation 
sse. data_ set_ nu mber(dat,"om _capacity_ escal", 2.5) 

#Insurance Rate% 
sse. data_ set_ nu mber(dat,"insu ranee _rate", 1) 

#Investment Tax Credit Federal% 
sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat,"itc _fed _percent", 30) 

# lTC State Percent 
sse. data_ set_ nu mber(dat,"itc _ sta _percent", 0) 

# lTC State Max Value 
sse. data_ set_ number( dat," itc _ s ta _percent_ maxva I u e" ,0) 
#System Capacity 
sse. data_ set_ nu mber(dat,"system _capacity", system_ capacity) 

#Sales Tax Rate 
sse. data_ set_ nu mber(dat,"sales _tax _rate", 6.85) 

#Loan Term 
sse. data_ set_ number( dat, "loan_ term", 15) 

#Loan Interest Rate% 
sse. data_ set_ number( dat, "loan _rate" ,3) 

#Market Type 
#O=residential, 1 =comm. 
sse. data_ set_ nu mber(dat,"market", 0) 

#Property Tax Rate 
sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat,"property _tax _rate", 3.0562) 

# PBI Utility provided amt in $/kWh 
sse. data _set_ array(dat, "pbi_ uti_ amount", [0.0159]) 

# PBI Term in $/kWh 
sse. data_ set_ nu mber(dat,"pbi_ uti_ term", analysis _period) 

# PBI Taxable at Federal Level 
#0 =no, 1 =yes 
sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat,"pbi_ uti_ tax _fed", 0) 

# PBI Taxable at State Level 
#0 =no, 1 =yes 
sse. data_ set_ nu mber(dat,"pbi_ uti_ tax _sta", 0) 

#Property Tax% of System Cost Assesed 
sse. data_ set_ nu mber(dat,"prop _tax_ cost_ assessed _percent", 35) 
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#Mortgage 
# O=standard loan,1=mortgage 

sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat,"ur _monthly _fixed_ charge", 0) 
#Total Installed Cost 
sse. data _set_ nu mber(dat,"tota l_i nstalled _cost", insta II_ cost) 
#Gen 
sse. data_ set_ array(dat, "gen", gen) 

#Degradation 
sse. data _set_ array(dat, "degradation", degradation) 
#System Use Lifetime Output 
sse. data_ set_ nu mber(dat,"system _use _lifetime_ output", 1) 

cash loan= ssc.module_create("cashloan") 

if ssc.module_exec(cashloan, dat) == 0: 
print ('Cash loan error') 
idx = 1 

msg = ssc.module_log(cashloan, 0) 

else: 

msg = ssc.module_log(cashloan, idx) 
idx = idx + 1 

lcoe_real = ssc.data_get_number(dat,"lcoe_real") #Real Levelized Cost of electricity$ 
lcoe_nom = ssc.data_get_number(dat,"lcoe_nom") #Nominal Levelized Cost of Electricity$ 
payback= ssc.data_get_number(dat,"payback") #Payback Period in Years 
adjusted_installed_cost = ssc.data_get_number(dat,"adjusted_installed_cost") #Adjusted installed cost$ 
npv = ssc.data_get_number(dat,"npv") #Net present value in$ 

######################Solar Fraction and Net Metering Credit for Year 1 

yearl_excess_energy = sum(yearl_monthly_cumulative_excess_generation) #Monthly generation in year 1 

yearl_excess_dollars = yearl_excess_energy * nm_sell_rate #Excess$ for year 1 

grid_energy =[]#Grid Energy 

#Net Metering Solar Fraction Calculations 
fori in range(1,1en(load_data)): 

if load_data[i]-gen [i] > 0: 
grid_ energy.append(load _data [i]-gen [i]) 

elif load_data[i]-gen[i] <= 0 or gen[i] < 0: 
grid_ energy.append(O) 

if nm enabled == 0: 

annual_avg_solar_fraction = (1- (sum(grid_energy)/year1_electric_load))*100 #No net metering solar fraction 
elif nm enabled == 1: 

annual_avg_solar_fraction = (annual_energy/yearl_electric_load)*lOO #Net metering solar fraction 
#######Iterate and return results############### 

array_ out = [annual_ electric _load,lifetime _load,elec _cost_ without_ system,elec _cost_ with_ system, 

ann ua I_ energy_ va I u e, year 1_ hourly _load] 
single_ out= [lcoe _real,lcoe _nom, savings _yearl,elec _cost_ with _system _yearl,elec _cost_ without_ system _yearl, 

yearl_ electric _load, yearl_ excess_ energy, yearl_ excess_ dollars] 

results_borg = [-1*npv,adjusted_installed_cost,-1*annual_avg_solar _fraction] #Results for BORG 

ssc.module_free(cashloan) #Free cashloan module and memory 
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ssc.data_free(dat) #Free Data 
runCount += 1 #Add to run count 
return results_borg #Return Results 

################################################ 

MAIN PROGRAM SEGMENT 

start= time.clock() #Start Timing Code 

#Ask for net metering input 
nm_enabled = int(raw_input("Enable Net Metering? 0= no, 1 =yes:")) 
if nm_enabled == 0: #Net metering Disabled 

net_meter_status ="net metering disabled" 
elif nm_enabled ==1: #Net Metering Enabled 

net_meter_status ="net metering enabled" 

else: 
print(" Net metering must be enabled or disabled. Exiting simulation .") 

exit() 
nm_sell_rate= 0.09199 #Net Metering Excess Energy Sell rate 

min_temp= -7.72 #Min Operating Temperature of Solar Panel 
max_temp = 23.89 #Max Operating Temperature of Solar Panel 
cost_per _watt= 4.59 #Las Vegas Average Cost Per Watt 
max_inverter_v= 600 #Max inverter voltage 
mppt_low_inverter = 250 #Module max power point low inverter 
mod_temp_coeff = -0.177 #Module temperature coefficient 
mod_nom_voc = 49.2 #Module Nominal Open Circuit Voltage 
mod_nom_vmp = 39.8 #Module Nominal Max Power Voltage 

#Module per String Lower Bound Limit Constricted to Inverter MPPT 
mod_lower _bound = int(round(mppt_low_inverter/ (mod_nom_vmp- ((max_temp-25) * mod_temp_coeff)))) + 1 
#Module per String Upper Bound Limit Constricted to Max inverter Voltage 
mod_upper_bound = int(max_inverter_v/ (mod_nom_voc + ((max_temp-25) * mod_temp_coeff))) 
#Module Error Message 
if mod_lower_bound <= 0 or mod_upper_bound <= 0: 

print ("Module Bound Error, cannot be less than zero") 
exit() 

#String* modules must be less than 30 
str lower bound= 1 

- -

if mod_upper_bound <= 7: 
str_upper_bound = 4 

elifmod_upper_bound > 7 and mod_upper_bound <=10: 
str_upper_bound = 3 

elif mod_upper _bound > 10 and mod_upper _bound <=15: 
str_upper_bound = 2 

else: 
str_upper_bound = 1 
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str_bounds = [str_lower_bound,str_upper_bound] #String Bound Limits 
mod_bounds = [mod_lower_bound,mod_upper_bound] #Module Per String Bounds 

string_num =[]#String Num 
mod_num =[]#Module num 
tilt_ angle=[] #Tilt Angle 

azimuth_angle =[]#Azimuth Angle 
npv_final = [] # NPV 
install_cost_final =[]#Install Cost 
solar_fraction_final =[]#Solar Fraction 

client= MongoCiient() #On local client 
db Name= 'boston'# Database name 
dbCollection = str(raw_input("Piease enter a unique collection name for your data: "))#DB in put for collection 
db= client[dbName] 

borg_ solar _opt= db[dbCollection] 
borg_ solar_ opt. delete_ many((}) 
print("Collection cleared") 
runCount = 0 

bounds= [str_bounds,mod bounds,[l0,45L[0,359]] #Bounds must be set for each vanable 
maxEvaluations = int(raw_input("Piease enter the maximum number of evaluations you would like BORG to run for 
as an integer: ")) # Max Evals 

borg= bg.Borg(4, 3, 0, solar_opt) #In ita tie Borg Runs (vars,objs,) 
borg.setBounds(*bounds) #Set Boundary Limits for Variables 

epsilon 1 = 7 #for total cost (obj 1) 
epsilon2 = 7 #Installed Cost 
epsilon3 = 7 #%of Satisfied Load 
borg.setEpsilons(epsilon1,epsilon2,epsilon3) #Set Borg Epsilons 
result= borg. solve( {"maxEvaluations":maxEvaluations)) #Set Solutions Variable 
solutionDict ={)#Dictionary Form of Solution for Mongo DB Input 
solution Number= 1 #Solution Index 
for solution in result: 

solution.display() #keep this for now just in case 
solutionVariableList = solution.getVariables() #Solution variable list 
solutionDict['strings'] = solutionVariableList[O] #Strings Variable 
solutionDict['modules'] = solutionVariableList[1] #Module Variable 
solution Dict['tilt'] = solutionVariableList[2] #Tilt Variable 
solution Dict['azimuth'] = solutionVariableList[3] #Azimuth Variable 
solution Objective List= solution.getObjectives() #Solution Objective List 
solutionDict['npv'] = solutionObjectiveList[O] #Net Present Value 
solutionDict['install_cost'] = solution0bjectivelist[1] #Net Capital Cost 
solution Dict['solar _fraction'] = solutionOb jective List[2] #solar Fraction 
solutionNumberStr = str(solutionNumber) #Turn solution index into string for id 
solution Dict['_id'] =solution NumberStr #Set ID 

doc_id = borg_ solar _opt.insert_one(solutionDict) #Insert Solution as Doc into Mongo DB 
solution Number+= 1 #Iterate Index 

#Completion 
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print( 11Testing Complete, Data stored in Mongo DB for II+ str(maxEvaluations) +II runs case with II+ 

net_meter_status) 
end = time.clock() #End time record 

timelapsed = (end-start)/60 #Time Elapsed in Minutes 
print('Simulation took'+ str(timelapsed) +'minutes') 
print(' Here is your collection name:'+ dbCollection) 

This code segment utilizes the matplotlib function in order to properly analyze the data 
stored in mongo DB for the BORG-SAM solar model. 

@author: Koats 

import matplotlib.pyplot as pit 
import numpy as np 
from pymongo import MongoCiient 
from mpl_toolkits.mplot3d import Axes3D 

#Set variables for collection 1 
number collections= 0 

panel_num = [] 
string_num = [] 
mod_num = [] 
tilt_ angle=[] 

azimuth_angle = [] 
npv_final = [] 
install_cost_final = [] 
solar_fraction_final = [] 

#Set variables for collection 2 
panel_num2 = [] 
string_num2 = [] 
mod_num2 = [] 
tilt_angle2 = [] 
azimuth_angle2 = [] 
npv_final2 = [] 
solar_fraction_final2 = [] 
install_cost_final2 = [] 

#Set variables for collection 3 
panel_num3 = [] 
string_num3 = [] 
mod_num3 = [] 
tilt_angle3 = [] 
azimuth_angle3 = [] 
npv_final3 = [] 
solar_fraction_final3 = [] 
install_cost_final3 = [] 

#Mongo DB collection access 
client= MongoCiient() #On local client 
db Name= 'boston' 
dbCollection = str(input("Piease enter the name of the 1st collection you wish to analyze:")) 
db= client[dbName] 
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borg_ solar _opt= db[dbCollection] 

#First Collection Variable Assembly 

cursor= borg_solar_opt.find() 

for document in cursor: 
string_ n u m .append (in t( d ocu me nt ['strings'])) 

mod_ n u m. append ( d ocu men t[' modules']) 

ti It_ angle .append ( d ocu men t['ti It']) 

azimuth_ angle. append ( document[' azimuth']) 

n pv _fin a I. append ( -d ocu me nt[' n pv']) 
solar _fraction _final.append ( -docu ment['solar _fraction']) 

in sta II_ cos t_fi na l.a p pend ( d ocu men t[' ins ta II_ cost']) 

X= np.asarray(npv_final) 

Y = np.asarray(install_cost_final) 

Z = np.asarray(solar_fraction_final) 

fori in range(O,Ien(mod_num)): 

panel_num.append(int(string_num[i]*mod_num[i])) #Total Number of Panels 

panel_num = np.asarray(panel_num) 

mod_num = np.asarray(mod_num) 
string_num = np.asarray(string_num) 
tilt_ angle= np.asarray(tilt_angle) 
azimuth_angle = np.asarray(azimuth_angle) 

#Ask about multiple collections 

comparison_enable = int(input("Do you wish to Analyze Multiple Collections? yes=l,no=O: ")) 

if comparison_enable == 1: 
number_collections = int(input("Piease enter the number of additional collections you would like to compare, 

Max 2: ")) 

elif comparison_enable == 0: 
number collections= 0 

else: 
print(" Not a valid response, please reply withy or n") 

exit() 

#Assemble arrays from Mongo DB for multiple collections 
#Two collection scenario 
if number collections== 1: 

dbCollection = str(input("Piease enter the name of the 2nd collection you wish to analyze:")) 

borg_solar_opt = db[dbCollection] 

cursor= db.borg_solar_opt.find() 

for document in cursor: 
string_ n u m 2. append (i nt( docu men t['stri n gs '])) 

mod_ n u m 2.a ppe n d ( d ocu men t[' modules']) 

ti It_ angle 2. append ( d ocu me nt['ti It']) 

azimuth_ a ng le2. append ( d ocu me nt['az i mu th ']) 

n pv _fi na 12. append ( document[' n pv']) 
soIa r _fraction_ fi na 12. append ( d ocu men t['so Ia r _fraction']) 

ins ta II_ cost_ fi na 12. append ( document[' in sta II_ cost']) 

X2 = np.asarray(npv_final2) 

Y2 = np.asarray(install_cost_final2) 

Z2 = np.asarray(solar_fraction_final2) 

fori in range(O,Ien(mod_num2)): 

panel_num2.append(int(string_num2[i]*mod_num2[i])) #Total Number of Panels 
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panel_num2 = np.asarray(panel_num2) 

string_num2 = np.asarray(string_num2) 
tilt_angle2 = np.asarray(tilt_angle2) 

azimuth_angle2 = np.asarray(azimuth_angle2) 

#Assemble arrays from MongoDB for 3 total collections 
elif number collections ==2: 

dbCollection = str(input("Piease enter the name of the 2nd collection you wish to analyze:")) 

borg_solar_opt = db[dbCollection] 

cursor= db.borg_solar_opt.find() 

for document in cursor: 
string_ n u m 2. append (i nt( docu men t['stri n gs '])) 

mod_ n u m 2.a ppe n d ( d ocu men t[' modules']) 

ti It_ angle 2. append ( d ocu me nt['ti It']) 

azimuth_ a ng le2. append ( d ocu me nt[' azimuth']) 

n pv _fi na 12. append ( document[' n pv']) 

soIa r _fraction_ fi na 12. append ( d ocu men t['so Ia r _fraction']) 

ins ta II_ cost_ fi na 12. append ( document[' in sta II_ cost']) 

X2 = np.asarray(npv_final2) 

Y2 = np.asarray(install_cost_final2) 

Z2 = np.asarray(solar_fraction_final2) 

fori in range(O,Ien(mod_num2)): 
panel_num2.append(int(string_num2[i]*mod_num2[i])) #Total Number of Panels 

panel_num2 = np.asarray(panel_num2) 

mod_num2 = np.asarray(mod_num2) 

string_num2 = np.asarray(string_num2) 
tilt_angle2 = np.asarray(tilt_angle2) 

azimuth_angle2 = np.asarray(azimuth_angle2) 
dbCollection2 = str(input("Piease enter the name of the 3rd collection you wish to analyze:")) 

borg_solar_opt = db[dbCollection] 

cursor= db.borg_solar_opt.find() 

for document in cursor: 
string_ n u m 3. append (i nt( docu men t['stri n gs '])) 

mod_ n u m 3.a ppe n d ( d ocu men t[' modules']) 

ti It_ angle 3. append ( d ocu me nt['ti It']) 

azimuth_ a ng le3. append ( d ocu me nt[' azimuth']) 
n pv _fi na 13. append ( document[' n pv']) 

soIa r _fraction_ fi na 13. append ( d ocu men t['so Ia r _fraction']) 

ins ta II_ cost_ fi na 13. append ( document[' in sta II_ cost']) 

X3 = np.asarray(npv_final3) 

Y3 = np.asarray(install_cost_final3) 

Z3 = np.asarray(solar_fraction_final3) 

fori in range(O,Ien(mod_num3)): 

panel_num3.append(int(string_num3[i]*mod_num3[i])) #Total Number of Panels 

panel_num3 = np.asarray(panel_num3) 

mod_num3 = np.asarray(mod_num3) 

string_num3 = np.asarray(string_num3) 
tilt_angle3 = np.asarray(tilt_angle3) 

azimuth_angle3 = np.asarray(azimuth_angle3) 

elif number collections< 0 or number collections> 2: - -

print(" Invalid Number of Collections, Terminating . ") 

exit() 
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#Plots Installed Cost Versus NPV 
Iabeil = str(input("Piease enter the title for the first graph (Net Capital Cost v NPV): ")) 
plt.plot(Y,X, 'o') 
if number collections== 1: 

plt.plot(Y2,X2, 'o', color= 'r') 
elif number collections== 2: 

plt.plot(Y2,X2, 'o', color ='r') 
plt.plot(Y3,X3, 'o',color = 'g') 

plt.xlabei("Net Capital Cost($)") 
plt.ylabei("NPV ($)") 
pit. axis( [5000, 21000, -12000, -2000]) 
plt.title(labell, fontdict=None,fontsize = 14, loc='center') 

#Plots Installed Cost Versus Solar Fraction 
label2 = str(input("Piease enter the title for the second graph (Net Capital Cost v Solar Fraction):")) 

fig= plt.figure() 
plt.plot(Y,Z,'s', color ='b') 
if number collections== 1: 

plt.plot(Y2,X2, 's', 'r') 
elif number collections== 2: 

plt.plot(Y2,X2, 's',color = 'r') 
plt.plot(Y3,X3, 's', color ='g') 

plt.xlabei("Net Capital Cost($)") 
plt.ylabei("Solar Fraction(%)") 
pit. axis( [5000, 21000, 30, 120]) 
plt.title(label2, fontdict=None,fontsize = 14, loc='center') 

#plots 3D graph of all objectives 
label3 = str(input("Piease enter the title for the 3D graph:")) 

fig= plt.figure() 
ax= fig.add_subplot(lll, projection=' 3d') 

ax.scatter(Y,X,Z) 
if number collections== 1: 

ax.scatter(Y2,X2,Z2, color ='r') 
elif number collections== 2: 

ax.scatter(Y2,X2,Z2, color ='r') 
ax.scatter(Y3,X3,Z3, color= 'g') 

ax.set_xlabei('Totallnstalled Cost($)') 
ax.set_ylabei('NPV ($)') 
ax.set_zlabei('Solar Fraction(%)') 

ax.set_ xlim 3d(5000,21000) 
ax.set_ylim3d ( -12000,-2000) 

ax.set_ zlim3d(22,38) 
ax.set_title(label3, fontdict=None,fontsize = 14, loc='center') 

#Plots Solar Panels Versus String/Inverter Count 
label4 = str(input("Piease enter the title for the fourth graph (Cost vs Panel# and String Count):")) 

fig= plt.figure() 
plt.plot(Y,string_num,'d', color ='b') 
plt.xlabei("Net Capital Cost($)") 
plt.ylabel("lnverter/String Count", color ='b') 
pit. ylim([0,3]) 
plt.tick _params(axis='y', colors='blue') 
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plt2 = plt.twinx() 
plt2.set_ylim( [0,25]) 

plt2.set_xlim([SOOO, 21000]) 

plt2.tick _params(axis='y', colors='red ') 

plt2.plot(Y,panel_num, 's', color= 'r') 

if number collections== 1: 
plt.plot(Y2,string_num2, 'd', 'r') 

plt2.plot(Y2,panel_num2, 's', color= 'r') 

elif number collections== 2: 
plt.plot(Y2,string_num2, 'd',color = 'r') 
plt.plot(Y3,string_num3, 'd', color ='g') 

plt2.plot(Y2,panel_num2, 's', color= 'r') 

plt2.plot(Y3,panel_num3, 'A', color= 'g') 

plt2.set_ylabei('Panel Number', color ='r') 

plt.title(label4, fontdict=None, fontsize=14, loc='center') 

#Plots Solar Fraction vs Azimuth and Tilt Angle 
labelS= str(input("Piease enter the title for the fifth graph (Solar Fraction vs Azimuth and Tilt):")) 

fig= plt.figure() 
plt.plot(Z,azimuth_angle,'d', color ='b') 

plt.xlabei("Solar Fraction (%)") 
plt.ylabei("Azimuth (degrees)", color='b') 

plt.ylim([0,360]) 

plt.tick _params(axis='y', colors='blue') 

plt2 = plt.twinx() 
plt2.set_ xl im([22,38]) 

plt2.set_ylim( [0,50]) 

plt2.tick _params(axis='y', colors='red ') 

plt2.plot(Z,tilt_angle, 's', color= 'r') 

if number collections== 1: 
plt.plot(Z2,azimuth_angle2, 'd', 'r') 

plt2.plot(Z2,tilt_angle2, 's', color= 'g') 

elif number collections== 2: 
plt.plot(Z2,azimuth_angle2, 'd',color = 'r') 

plt.plot(Z3,azimuth_angle3, 'd', color ='g') 
plt2.plot(Z2,tilt_angle2, 's', color= 'y') 

plt2.plot(Z3,tilt_angle3, 'A', color= 'p') 

plt2.set_ylabei('Tilt Angle (degrees)', color='r') 

plt.title(labeiS, fontdict=None, fontsize=14, loc='center') 

#Plots Installed Cost Versus Solar Fraction 
label6 = str(input("Piease enter the title for the 6th graph (NPV v Solar Fraction):")) 

fig= plt.figure() 
plt.plot(X,Z,'s', color ='b') 

if number collections== 1: 
plt.plot(X,Z, 's', 'r') 

elif number collections== 2: 
plt.plot(X2,Z2, 's',color = 'r') 

plt.plot(X3,Z3, 's', color ='g') 

plt.xlabei("NPV ($)") 
plt.ylabei("Solar Fraction(%)") 

plt.title(label6, fontdict=None,fontsize = 14, loc='center') 

plt.axis([-12000,-2000,22,38]) 
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